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Abstract
The main objective of this research was to study DC conductor corona loss (CL) and audible noise
(AN) in the context of local climatic conditions, through corona cage measurements, and do a
comparative analysis of the measured data with results available in literature and EPRI TLW
software simulation results. The ultimate aim was to assess the applicability of the software to our
local conditions and hence determine, if necessary, appropriate correction factors for application in
HYDC transmission line designs.
For this study, short term measurements of corona AN and currents were carried out in an indoor
meshed cylindrical corona cage, under DC and AC voltages. The cage was later converted into a
short test line and some of the measurements repeated. The DC supply was obtained from a two
stage ±500 kV Walton-Cockroft generator. The AC voltages were obtained from a 2x 100 kV, 50
Hz, AC test transformer set. The tests were performed using single solid and stranded aluminium
conductors with three different diameters (1.6 cm, 2.8 cm, and 3.5 cm). All the measurements were
carried out at low altitude.
A CoroCAM I camera was used to determine the corona inception gradients and to observe the
corona activity at different surface gradients and under different voltages and polarities. AN
measurements at different conductor surface gradients were done using the Rohde&Schwarz and
the Bruel&Kjaer sound level meters. To obtain the frequency spectra, a Bruel&Kjaer octave-band
filter set attached to the sound level meter was used. The measured data was corrected for both
height and length effects, and then compared with simulations from the EPRI-TLW software
through curve fitting.
A digital micro-ammeter connected to the centre of the cage through a 560 .Q measuring resistor
was used to measure the corona current. Current pulses were viewed using a digital storage
oscilloscope. To verifY the corona current results obtained from the cage measurements, current
measurements were also done for a point-plane spark gap. The corona current data was, later on,
used to evaluate the total corona power loss for DC. The results obtained from test line
measurements were used to compare the CL and AN for different configurations.
IV
The effect of the space charge under DC voltages was assessed through current measurements. The
measurements were done with the cage covered with an aluminium foil to trap the charge and then
repeated with the cage uncovered. On the test line, the space charge effect was investigated using a
high power fan blowing along the conductor, to simulate the wind factor.
The results of this study have sh wn the characteristics of corona discharges under different system
voltages. The results also give an understanding of how factors such as conductor surface
conditions and size, polarity and system voltage affect CL and AN. Both CL and AN were found to
increase with conductor size for the same conductor surface gradient and to be higher for stranded
conductors. Positive polarity DC and AC noise levels were higher than the negative polarity levels.
CL under positive polarity DC was lower than the negative polarity loss.
The effects of space of space charge were noted to some extend. The comparison of test line results
and cage results showed that CL depends more on the gap size and the shorter the gap the higher the
loss. Hence CL results were not compared with the software simulations. The comparison between
the corrected AN results and the software simulations showed a very good agreement. The
comparison was done for the 3.5 cm and the 2.8 cm diameter conductors under both positive and
negative polarities. The trends compared through curve fitting were quite similar and the trend line
equations were of the same order of magnitude. The magnitudes of the corrected noise levels were
higher than the CRIEPI and BPA predictions but closer to the EPRl prediction. Generally there is a
very good and encouraging agreement between the available literature, simulation results and the
results obtained from the laboratory measurements.
It is proposed, as part offulther studies, to extend this work to high altitude regions and use bundled
conductors as well. Consideration of different and larger test configurations will provide an
understanding of the effects of geometry on corona discharges. Space charge analysis will also
assist in determining the effect of space charge on different configurations.
v
Abbreviations
AC : Alternating Current
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viable due to the capacitive charging current. To interconnect two AC system
s require very reliable
synchronization methods. The employment of DC systems eliminates this pro
blem completely. The
ability of DC systems to provide rapid power flow control in both directions
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stabilise AC interconnected networks [4]. This is also useful in energy trad
ing in a de-regulated
market.
Large generation plants were built to take advantages of economies of scale, a
nd transmission lines
with increasingly high AC and DC voltages were constructed to allow the b
ulk delivery of power
over long distances [2]. At present long experimental transmission lines o
f up to 1200 kY AC
carrying bulk power have been installed and DC lines of up to ±600 kY
DC are operational






The first electric power company was introduced in the year 1882, by Thomas A. Edison [1]. The
first transmission line was of C type with a length of 59 km operating at 2.4 kY. Subsequently
electricity demand and transmission distances increased making it impracticable for DC
transmission.
Few years later, the introduction of AC machines (transformers, induction and synchronous motors
and generators) made AC trans 1ission more attractive for transmitting large amounts of power over
long distances with the use of high voltage transformers [2]. For many years AC transmission
remained the best available method of power transmission over long distances. However, as time
went, technological advances and unavoidable economical factors emerged and DC systems became
more comparable to AC systems and DC transmission was re-introduced in the 1950s [3].
The benefits reaped from the use of DC transmission as compared to AC include the fact that an
overhead DC line can be designed to be much cheaper per unit length and have a lower visual
profile compared to an equivalent AC transmission line. DC transmission is highly preferred for
long distance (>50 km) transmission of power under water, as AC cables make it less economically
viable due to the capacitive charging current. To interconnect two AC systems require very reliable
synchronization methods. The employment of DC systems eliminates this problem completely. The
ability of DC systems to provide rapid power flow control in both directions has also been used to
stabilise AC interconnected networks [4]. This is also useful in energy trading in a de-regulated
market.
Large generation plants were built to take advantages of economies of scale, and transmission lines
with increasingly high AC and DC voltages were constructed to allow the bulk delivery of power
over long distances [2]. At present long experimental transmission lines of up to 1200 kY AC
carrying bulk power have been installed and DC lines of up to ±600 kY DC are operational
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worldwide. A few examples of extra high voltage (EHV) lines are the 765 kV lines in Canada, 765
kV American Electric Power Service system (AEP) in the U.S., 765 kV lines in South Africa, 750
kVand 1150 kV lines in Russi ,the ±533 kV DC line in South Africa, the ±600 kV ltaipu DC lines
and the ±500 kV Nelson River lines [2, 5].
There are also several high voltage transmission projects that are being considered worldwide.
Examples of such projects are the 650 km, 1000 kV UHVAC transmission line pilot project and the
±800 kV UHVDC lines being considered in China [6]. Another example is the 3500 km, ±800 kV
Westcor project in which a transmission line is being considered for bulk power delivery from the
DRC to Southern Africa [7]. Although feasibility studies of these projects have been done, research
on a number of technical issues needs to be finalised prior to the implementation of these projects.
From the operational point of view, issues surrounding insulation coordination, corona and
electromagnetic fields at such high voltages need to be clarified.
One of the design factors in high voltage transmission lines is corona activity. Conductors and
fittings energised at high voltages, both AC and DC are characterised by high corona activity. It is
manifested as hissing and crackling audible noise (AN), radiated and conducted TV and radio
interference (RI), corona loss (CL) and ozone generation [8]. Ion generation and ground level
electric fields are also significant in the case of HVDC transmission lines. Earlier studies have
shown that corona activity is related directly to the high levels of conductor surface gradients
produced on the small-diameter conductors that were used at the time [9].
The main challenge is to minimise the operational conductor surface gradients during the design
stages of the transmission lines. The conductor surface gradient depends very much on the
fo Ilowi ng factors [I 0]:
• System voltage
• Conductor diameter
• Clearances between the conductor and adjacent phase conductors
• Clearances between the conductor and earth
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• Number of conductors per phase/pole
• Bundle geometry (diameter of bundle and position of sub-conductors)
• Conductor surface condition
• System frequency
Introduction
Apart from the conductor gradients, corona also depends on weather conditions such as
temperature, pressure, humidity, snow, rain, fog, dust and movement of the air [8]. The design of
EHV transmission lines in South Africa is distinguished from that of elsewhere by the altitude
factor [10]. It has also emerged that the 765 kV lines in South Africa are equivalent to the 1000 kY
lines from the corona point of view [2]. At high altitude, compared to sea level, there is most corona
activity especially in terms of AN levels.
Transmission line corona problems have been reported by people staying next to the lines passing in
high altitude areas such as the 765 kY AEP lines [2]. Eskom received AN complaints related to two
of the 400 kY AC lines in the period from 1979 to 2004 [10]. Transmission lines in Poland (400
kY) are also considered to be acoustically disturbing for the environment [11]. There have not been
many reported corona problems with regards to the currently operating DC lines. However, with
much higher voltages being considered extra care needs to be taken when selecting the parameters
to be used.
Several prediction methods for generating functions of corona have been developed. These methods
are mainly based on measurement data obtained from test lines and corona cages located in the
respective regions. Such methods were developed by amongst others CRIEPI in Japan, BPA and
EPRI in the US, and lREQ in Canada. Software packages which can be used to predict electric
fields and corona effects were also developed. The predicted electrical quantities will, therefore,
vary with the meteorological conditions in the regions where the measurements were taken. As a
result these prediction methods could be somewhat unrealistic when used for the Southern Africa
climate and high altitudes.




Corona generated AN and radiated RI have a negative impact on the environment, while the corona
power loss has a technical impact on the transmission line in terms of conductor power loss, thereby
reducing the overall transmission efficiency. The radiated radio noise affects communication
systems adjacent to the line. Since corona activity increases with the system voltage, it has to be
given more attention in the design of modern lines because of the current shift towards higher
voltages for increased transmission efficiency over long distances.
Anticipated corona problems are usually minimised in the design stage of the transmission line
guided by technical considerations and legal restrictions. Different regions and utilities have
different limits for the effects of conductor corona. In this case the design engineer relies on the
acquired experience, available software packages and equations (mostly empirical). Consequently,
it is not possible to design with certainty, a transmission line that will operate free of corona.
The presently used methods of predicting the corona effects in the design stage of transmission lines
were developed based on measurements, mostly done on test lines and corona cages located in
places with different climatic or atmospheric conditions. Therefore, application of these methods to
transmission line designs elsewhere, must take cognisance of variations in the climatic conditions.
For example, Southern Africa has a unique climate, with low altitude coastal areas and very high
altitude inland areas which experience high intensity of corona activity. So in order to have reliable
designs from corona point of view, in future, new methods or correction factors need to be adapted.
The new methods will have to be in agreement with the Southern Africa climatic conditions.
The appropriate methods or correction factors for predicting corona effects can only be determined
by conducting experiments locally. This study intends to investigate the applicability of the existing
methods to the Southern Africa environment, through simulations and laboratory measurements of
AN and CL.




Are the available methods for predicting conductor corona AN applicable to the Southern Africa
meteorological conditions? To what extent is conductor CL dependent on transmission line
parameters?
1.4 Hypothesis
Since conductor corona is dependent on meteorological conditions and transmission line
parameters, transmission line corona performance under Southern Africa conditions will be design
dependent and different from that elsewhere.
1.5 Objectives
The objective of this research was to:
• Measure the AN and corona current generated by conductor corona under HYDC voltages
and local meteorological conditions,
• Compare the measured noise levels with the predictions made by the EPRI-TLW software,
• Assess the suitability of the EPRl software prediction methods in the AN design of
transmission lines under the South African atmospheric conditions and
• Determine the characteristics of HYDC conductor CL.
1.6 Motivation
To produce a reliable line design, a thorough understanding of conductor corona performance at
different altitudes and air densities is necessary.
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This study will assist in the following ways:
Introduction
• Provide an understanding of the effects of conductor surface conditions, system voltage
polarity and the conductor size on conductor corona,
• Show the effects of space charge on the measured quantities,
• Provide a comparison of DC and AC corona and
• Provide an evaluation of the applicability of the available conductor corona prediction
methods to the Southern Africa conditions.
This study will result in a positive impact on the environment and the transmission line and,
therefore, will save the utilities money and time spent on penalties and mitigation techniques when
the transmission line is in the operation phase.
1.7 Research Design and Methodology
The methodology that was adopted to prove the hypothesis is summarized as follows:
• An extensive literature review on conductor corona and its generating functions was carried
out for both DC and AC systems. The equations for predicting corona effects were also
investigated as well as the test configurations and conditions from which they were derived.
• Simulations were carried out using the EPRl-TLW software for both DC (positive and
negative) and AC voltages. The Cahora Bassa transmission line configuration data was
used as the input for a single conductor.
• The available laboratory corona cage set-up was modified with suitable corona rings and
insulators to facilitate AN and CL measurements.
• Visual corona was obs rved using CoroCAM 1.
• AN and CL short term indoor measurements were carried out at a low altitude region
(Durban).
• The effect of space charge on the measurements was assessed.
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• The obtained laboratory results were compared with the prediction methods for EPR!, BPA
and CRIEPI obtained from the EPRI-TLW software package.
• The cage was converted into a short test line and measurements repeated thereafter a
comparison of the cage and the test line results was done.
1.8 Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is structured in the following manner:
• Chapter 1: Introduction
The background, research problem, objectives and motivation are described in this chapter. This
chapter also outlines the approach adopted in undertaking the study.
• Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter covers the literature reviewed on conductor corona and its effects, modes, ionisation
processes and characteristics under both AC and DC voltages. The research on conductor corona
carried out elsewhere is also covered in this chapter.
• Chapter 3: Methodology
Methods, techniques and apparatus used to test the hypothesis and the ones used to analyze data and
validity of the study are described in this chapter.
• Chapter 4: Results and Analysis
The results obtained through measurements and the software package are presented in this chapter.
A comparison of the results and observations with the literature review is also presented in this
chapter.
• Chapter 5: Conclusions
Conclusions based on the findings of the study are presented in this chapter.
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• Chapter 6: Reco mendations
Recommendations and proposed areas for further research are presented in this chapter.
• References
All the literature resources that have been consulted and cited in the dissertation are listed in this
section.
• Appendices
Specifications of the test and measuring equipment used in the study and the papers presented at
conferences are presented in this section.
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2.1 Introduction
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Literature Review
Corona is a discharge phenomenon that occurs when the air surrounding the high voltage
transmission line conductors operating at high surface gradients is ionised. [t generates
appreciable audible noise (AN), radio noise (RN), corona loss (CL), ozone and space charge in
the case of DC lines. Coro a is also dependent on meteorological conditions, line configuration
and conductor surface gradient. As a result it has become an important transmission line design
factor. Corona tests to assess the performance of transmission lines with regard to the above
factors are conducted either on test lines or corona cages. In this chapter, the different corona
modes and processes are discussed as well as the findings of other researchers who have done
extensive research on coro a generation and its effects.
2.2 Corona Generation
2.2.1 Introduction
Conductor corona has become a significant factor. For example, in the design of Eskom's 765
kY lines in South Africa, hoice of cel1ain parameters was influenced by corona performance,
such as choosing a six-conductor bundle instead of a four-conductor bundle to limit corona
generated AN [10]. Earlier studies have shown that corona generation is related to conductor
surface gradients [9, 12], and it is a result of small electrical discharges which occur when the
electric field intensity on the conductor surface exceeds the electrical breakdown strength of the
surrounding air [13]. Reference [14] also confirms conductor surface gradient as the design
factor which most influences the corona performance of transmission lines. For air, at standard
pressure and temperature, the critical corona inception gradient is above 30 kY/cm peak or 21
kYrms for AC fields [10]. The conductor surface gradient on its own is influenced by the
following line parameters:




Conductor surface gradient reduces with increasing conductor diameter, however, the corona
inception gradient decreases as the conductor diameter increases [10]. Effect of conductor
geometry on ground level electric field is minimal, though larger conductors result in slightly
higher fields at ground level, by virtue of the fact that they generate more charge than smaller
conductors for the same voltage [15].
2.2.3 Phase configuration
The different configurations (i.e. horizontal, delta, and vertical) applicable to a single AC circuit
yield different ground level electric fields. With some configurations, lower fields are
achievable at an expense of increased noise levels. Configurations which result in smaller
effective diameter lead to low field levels at ground due to less charge generated. However due
to the small diameters, the conductor surface gradients are increased and consequently high
noise levels [15].
2.2.4 Phase/pole spacing
Increasing the phase spacing reduces the conductor surface gradient and therefore the corona
effects are also reduced. With increased phase spacing, the cancellation of the fields at ground
level is not maximally achievable: this resulting in high field levels [J 5].
2.2.5 Conductor height a ove ground
Reference [15] repolts conductor height above ground to have a larger influence on the
maximum field at ground compared to the field at the surface of the conductor. Generally
increasing the clearances between the ground and the conductors reduces the conductor surface
gradient [10]. In the corona performance study repOtted in [16], the electric field was found to
vary almost linearly with the minimum height with a slope of about 2.6 kY/m per meter change
in the minimum height.
Generation of corona is not only determined by the distribution of gradient around the surface
of the conductors but also by condition of the conductor surfaces [12]. Usually nicks, scratches
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and debris deposited on the surface of the conductors lead to increased conductor corona.
Weather conditions have also been found to have a significant influence on the surface of the
conductors affecting the corona effects differently depending on the nature of the electric field.
Corona performance results on monopolar and bipolar cage tests presented 111 [17] showed
differences between the cage and the line data. This gives the impression that the corona
generation functions are not only a function of the conductor surface gradient but also the
conductor-ground geometry. Corona generation has a significant effect on the ion distribution at
ground and hence the electric field distribution at ground.
2.3 Ionisation Processes
Corona discharges are characterised by a series of processes involving electrons, air molecules,
atoms, and ions in the vicinity of line conductors. The processes are, as discussed below,
ionisation and excitation, attachment, detachment and recombination.
2.3.1 Collisions
Collision ionization mainly increases the number of electrons in the air. [t occurs when the
kinetic energy of the free electron is at least equal to the ionization energy of the atom with
which it collides [10]. Excitation provides an atom and an electron whilst ionisation provides a
positive ion and two free electrons. [f the electron energy is not sufficient to cause ionization or
excitation, the collision will increase the kinetic energy of the atom slightly. Ionisation and
excitation may also be due to absorption of photon energy by the atoms rather than coil isions of
atoms with electrons [9]. In this case it is known as photoionisation.
2.3.2 Attachment
Attachment tends to decrease the number of electrons in the air. [t is characterized by direct and
dissociative attachment processes. [t occurs when an electron occupies one of the free energy
levels in the outermost shell and converts the atom into a negative ion [10]. The process is more
prevalent in electronegative gases such as sulphur hexafluoride and oxygen.
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2.3.3 Detachment
It occurs when a negative Ion loses its extra electron to return to its neutral state. The free
electron can then continue to take part in the ionisation process through collisions and
excitation [10].
2.3.4 Recombination
Recombination occurs when an electron collides with a positive ion and assumes the place of
an electron that was removed when the ion was formed. A neutral molecule will be formed and
will be in an excited state until it reaches the ground state by emitting a photon [10]. Positive
and negative ions may also recombine to form a neutral atom [9].
2.4 Corona Modes
2.4.1 Introduction
Conductor corona occurs in different modes, from onset to breakdown, depending on the type
of applied voltage. Under DC voltages, the modes are polarity dependent. For AC voltages a
combination of the positive and negative modes is usually observed due to the alternating
nature ofthe system voltage.
2.4.2 Negative DC
During negative corona the free electrons are accelerated away from the negative electrode
(cathode) [10]. If there is enough kinetic energy, the free electrons wi 11 result in more coli isions
and eventually an avalanche will occur. The electrons move faster and dominate the tip of the
avalanche [9]. Beyond the ionisation region recombination processes may take place resulting
in negative ions. Thus in the gap the positive and the negative ions will exist. Corona is
characterised by: Trichel pulses, glow discharge and pre-breakdown streamers (see Table 2.1).
Trichel pulses are characterised by comparatively fast initial rise and small amplitudes whilst a
typical positive pulse has much larger amplitude, slower initial rise and a longer duration [18].
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2.4.3 Positive DC
During positive corona, the free electrons are attracted to the positive electrode (anode). More
collisions occur resulting in the formation of less mobile positive ions from the anode into the
inter-electrode space. The repulsion between the anode and the positive ion space charge causes
the charged cloud to move into the gap. The avalanche and ionization occur at the tip of the
positive streamer. [f the field is high enough to sustain secondary avalanches then breakdown
will occur. Otherwise rec mbination will occur [10]. Positive polarity corona modes are burst
corona or onset streamer, glow discharge and pre-breakdown streamer (see Table 2.1).
2.4.4 AC
[n HV AC systems the conductor surface gradient varies continuously with time. Different
corona modes i.e. positive and negative as discussed above can be observed within one cycle of
the applied voltage [10]. The AC corona mode observed each cycle resembles closely its DC
counterparts and their pulsative modes are always associated with the supply frequency [18]
(see Table 2.1). [n the study carried out at the Waltz Mill 1100 kV station as discussed in [19],
the AC corona plumes were observed to be longer for larger diameter conductors as opposed to
smaller conductors.
A summary of the corona modes under DC voltages is given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Corona Modes [10]
Literature Review
POSITIVE CORONA NEGATIVE CORONA
Mode Characteristic Mode Characteristic
Burst Corona or High radio noise Trichel pulses Low intensity radio
Onset Streamer (Predictable noise, wide
spectral shape, unpredictable
from a few kHz to spectrum up to
about 30 MHz) lOO's ofMHz
Crackling type
audible noise
Glow No radio noise Glow No radio noise
Some hum-type Some audible noise
(1001120 Hz)
audible noise
Pre-breakdown High radio noise Pre-breakdown High radio noise
streamer streamer
2.5 Factors that Affect Conductor Corona
2.5.1 Introduction
Extensive research on corona has been carried out and well documented by many researchers
around the world. Empirical equations for predicting corona effects have also been developed
from a series of measurements conducted by research institutions and utilities. It is very clear
from corona test results reported in most papers and text books that for HV AC Iines corona
effects (i.e. AN, RI, CL and ozone) increase during foul weather conditions. Similar
observations are reported in references [9, 10, 11, 13, 20, 21]. However, in the case of HYDC
lines, only the corona loss, fields and ions, and ozone increase during foul weather conditions
[9, 13,20]. AN and R1 are found to increase under fair weather conditions for HVDC lines.




The relative air density at sea level is usually very close to unity whereas high altitude regions
are normally characterised by low pressures and low air density. At high altitude the corona
onset voltage is lower due to the reduced pressure [22]. At low pressure less energy is required
by electrons to ionise and breakdown voltage also decreases with decreasing pressure. The
number of atoms per cubic centimetre and the probability of ionizing collisions increase as the
pressure increases [13]. Air density varies inversely proportional to the temperature and directly
proportional to the air pressure due to increased free mean path. The relationship between
corona inception and humidity is of a non-linear nature; generally, corona inception decreases
with humidity [18]. It is also stated in [13] that halogens and water vapour have the ability to
capture electrons through electron attachment; as a result, increasing the humidity in the air gap
improves the gap breakdown strength and therefore high corona inception and breakdown
voltages.
Reference [23] presents the Westinghouse and the Italian formulae which have been proven,
through tests; to be applicable for correcting RI measurements made at sea level to higher
altitudes. The Italian formula can also be applied for AN and CL altitude corrections. However
its applicability for altitudes below 300 m is not certain [23], for South Africa, according to
[10], line designers support the Italian altitude correction formula for up to 2500 m above sea
level. The Westinghouse formula requires the knowledge of the average relative air density
(RAD) which is not always readily available.
A study of the impact of RAD on corona under HYDC conditions was carried out using the
Grizzly mountain database. The results from this study as presented in [24] showed that the
relative air density relationship with HYDC corona performance is similar to that under AC
conditions. Furthermore, under positive polarity, the electric field and the ion current density
were found to increase with MD up to RAD of 0.9, beyond which they decreased.
2.5.3 Conductor surface I:onditions
Most operating transmission lines use stranded conductors in bundled geometries. Stranding of
the conductors, contamination and any form of precipitation on the surface of the conductor,
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constitute surface irregularities which result in increased effective conductor surface gradients
[18]. Smooth pol ished conductors have a roughness factor of about 1, practical stranded
conductors with nicks and scratches have roughness factors in the range of 0.6 to 0.8 [25]. Wet
weather conditions can reduce the conductor surface roughness factor even more, presumably in
the range of 0.3 to 0.6 [26]. Airborne substances such as dead insects, dust and leaf particles
stuck on the surface of the conductors, also result in an increase in the effective conductor
surface gradients [13]. It was also established that the number of airborne particles stuck on the
conductor surface is higher in summer which contributes more towards increased fair weather
corona activity [13].
2.6 Corona Audible Noise (AN)
2.6.1 Introduction
As mentioned above, during corona discharges the rapid movement of electrons during
ionisation result in the sudden transfer of kinetic energy to neutral air molecules through
collisions. Reference [9] states that the transfer of kinetic energy is equivalent to an explosion
taking place at the corona site, which gives rise to the generation of acoustic waves. In essence
corona discharges are a source of acoustic pulses. Under AC voltages bursts of acoustic pulses
are generated near the peak of the positive cycles. The alternating voltage results in the pure
tones at frequencies corresponding to the even harmonics of the system frequency. In the case
of DC systems, there is no generation of the pure tones due to the absence of any modulating
influence of the voltage. Basic laws of acoustics are used to analyse the transmission line AN
with some assumptions made. For the analysis it is assumed that:
• Corona is distributed uniformly along the length of the conductor and A generation
can be characterised by a uniform distribution of acoustic power per unit length.
• The microphone used is ideal and responds equally to the pressure waves irrespective
of the angle of incidence.
• Sound waves do not experience any attenuation as they propagate.
• Reflection of the sound waves by the ground is negl igible [9].
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Considering a single conductor above ground and solving equations from acoustic theory as











P =sound pressure level (Pa)
... 2.2
c =propagation velocity of sound waves (m/s)
o =air density (kg/m3)
A =generated acoustic power density (W/m)
I =Iength of the conductor (m)
R =distance between the noise source and the point of observation (m)
The exact value for the propagation velocity of sound waves is obtained from Equation 2.3 [28].




e =temperature in degrees
... 2.3
According to [9] the air density varies with ambient temperature and at sea level it is about 1.22
kg/m3 in summer and 1.28 kg/m3 in winter. In the [13] experimental work, a value of 1.29 kg/m 3
is used for the air density.
With the sound pressure P and the generated acoustic power density A expressed in dBA at a
reference of20 flPa and 1 pW/m respectively, Equations 2.1 and 2.2 become,
P(dBA) = A(dB) -10 log R+ 10 109(tan -I 21R) - 7.82 ... 2.4 (shoI1Iine)




... 2.5 (long line)
The above equations are applicable to AN generated from both HYAC and HYDC transmission
lines.
AN is greatly affected by the conductor surface gradient [11, 29] compared to any other factors.
The parameters of the line only have an insignificant influence on AN. For example, in the
design considerations discussed in [IS] it is mentioned that variations in conductor height will
only result in small variations with AN generated. The AC laboratory results mentioned in [21]
indicated that as the surface gradient increased, audible noise increased until it reached
saturation levels and the difference in noise levels between conductor arrangements decreased
with increasing conductor surface gradient. Practical conductor surface gradients on operating
lines seem to be in the range of 15 kY/cm to 30 kY/cm. For this reason, the BPA prediction
formulae as presented by Chartier and Steams [28] are valid for gradients between 12 and 25
kYrms/cm for AC and bet een 17 and 29 kY/cm for DC. Furthermore, the equations which are
incorporated in the EPRl's software "ACDCLrNE" are valid for gradients between 15 and 30
kY/cm for DC transmission lines. Conductor surface gradient is also dependent on system
voltage. Reference [13] reports that a 10% change in the operating voltage yields a 5 dB change
for HYDC corona AN and a 3.6 dB change for HYAC lines due to increased surface gradients.
A consideration of the AN, ions, and RN effects in the design stage of the line can minimize the
effect of all these corona-related effects [29] thereafter in the operation phase. In order to
determine the behaviour of corona AN, long term and short term AN measurements can be
done. Long term measurements are more reliable because they take into consideration the
effects of different weather conditions on the measurements. Measurements techniques and
instruments may also affect the noise levels measured. It is also worth mentioning that
measured AN depends on the distance between conductor and the microphone used to measure
the noise levels [12]. Depending on the procedures employed during the measurements, data
obtained may be influenced by one or more of the following factors [30):
• Incorrect microphone orientation
Most available microphones are not ideal, i.e. they respond differently to the sound pressure
waves depending on their type, size and orientation relative to the noise source. During tests,
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the microphone might not be well positioned with respect to conductors such that it captures
less noise compared to what is actually generated.
• Poor or incorrect calibration procedures of the measuring equipments
Calibration methods for all the equipment used need to be followed precisely in line with the
manufacturers recommendations. A general check-up of the equipment on a frequent basis also
helps to identify any malfunctioning or calibration errors.
• High background noise levels
Depending on the location of the test site or the operating line and the time during which the
measurements are performed, the background noise can affect the measurements significantly.
A better practice will be to take measurements at night time when man-made noise sources are
minimal.
• Effects of the electric field on the microphone systems especially DC ions
The operation of the micr phone and the recording system can be affected by the electric field
if placed within the stronger field. The AC and the DC fields will have different effects on the
microphone. In the case of short term measurements, the presence of the operator of the
equipment can also impact on the measured noise levels.
Since the operation of high voltage lines began and corona related A complaints received,
extensive measurements have been carried out. The measurements were intended to determine
the characteristics of AN in relation to, amongst other factors, the conductor surface gradient,
the nature of the system voltage, conductor sizes as well as weather conditions. As part of
determining the corona generation functions, about five (5) different equations developed for
the prediction of AN were compared in [20]. From the comparison shown, the prediction
methods are not always in good agreement. It is suspected that the differences are due to the
different conditions under which the measurements were carried out. According to [20], the
most widely used predicti n methods are the ones developed by EPRI at the HVTRC and at
BPA. The LSD acoustic power levels of these methods appear to be in good agreement and
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apparently, this holds for most Iines. The results of the study of the comparIson of AN
prediction methods described in [30] also show that there are deviations between AN levels
predicted using different empirical formulae and between predicted and measured levels for
both AC and DC measurements.
2.6.2 Polarity effect
Corona generated pulses on positive polarity conductors have higher magnitude and longer
decay times resulting in more generated AN [13]. On the other hand the pulses on negative
corona are smaller and more frequent, generating less noise. As a result, negative pole AN is
often considered negligible in the prediction of AN [9, 13, 23, 28, 31]. Results of a study
carried out at IREQ in a monopolar outdoor test cage indicated that positive polarity AN levels
were about 7 dB to 10 dB higher than the negative polarity AN under fair weather conditions
[17]. In [13], it is reported that the previous test results from cages showed a difference of about
8 dB between the positive and the negative polarities which is in good agreement with [17].
2.6.3 Conductor sizes
The electric field in the vicinity of large diameter conductors tends to support longer streamers
than the electric field aro nd small conductors corresponding to higher noise being produced
from larger conductors. This was mentioned in [10] and agrees very well with the results
presented in [17, 19]. In [10], it is stated that AN increases with increasing conductor diameter
for the same conductor surface gradient. In a study of conductor selection for the 11 OOkY AC
Waltz Mill substation presented in [19], it was observed that during the tests, AN increased with
the conductor size for the same surface gradient and with the number of subconductors for the
same gradient and the same subconductor size. Based on the monopolar and bipolar cage
studies reported in [17], the general trends showed that with all other parameters remaining the
same, AN increased with the conductor size and the conductor surface gradient.
2.6.4 Corona cage and test line measurements
It is unceltain as to whether the cage and test line AN results are similar i.e. as to whether the
cages can simulate the electrical environment around conductors of an operating transmission
line. A comparison of the cage and single phase test line results repotted in [12] showed that
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similar results were obtained only when the line and the cage tests were run simultaneously than
when tested under different conditions. According to [28] the slope of the AN or other corona
phenomena versus the conductor surface gradient characteristics is smaller for conductors tested
in cages and also saturation does not occur on test lines. The discussions in [17], which are
based on DC measurements, clearly caution that the cage data cannot be directly used to predict
the performance of a line. However, it is also mentioned that if the slopes on the corona
generation functions, with respect to other parameters such as conductor surface gradient, are
the same for the line and the cage data, then the empirical relationships derived from the cage
may be used to predict line performance. The observed corona generation quantities for AN, RI
and CL were higher than those of the test line when plotted against the maximum bundle
gradient [17]. While on the issue of the reliability of the cage data, it is very logical and for the
essence of this study to eoive details of the AN corona cage study that was carried out at
CRJEP1. The study as reported in [3 I] argues that test cages can be used to measure and
predict corona AN under DC conditions provided the space charge field effect is taken into
account rather than just the static field. In the study, two corona cages, a square cage and a
cylindrical cage of different sizes as well as the Shiobara HYDC test line were used. The space
charge field was evaluated from the measured corona current, space charge density and the
mobility of the ions.
In terms of the results obtained, there was good agreement between the measurements carried
out in the two cages when the space charge surface gradient was considered compared to when
only the static surface gradient was considered. The generated sound pressure level increased
linearly with the maximum conductor surface gradient in the presence of space charge [3 I].
Different polarity arrangements on the test line yielded different A levels. There was fair
agreement between the cage and the test line AN results even when expressed in terms of
space charge modified field. The test cage measurements were not of a long term; consequently,
weather conditions were attributed to the discrepancies. It was then concluded that AN is
directly related to the space charge field under the same weather conditions and conductor
surface conditions regardless of the electrode arrangement. In the paper discussions [31], it
emerged that there was a case where the current measured on the negative pole was about twice
that measured on the positive pole and the discussers question was as to what effect this will
have on the calculated space charge field since their calculations are based on current
measurements. Unfoltunately negative polarity measurements had not been considered in this
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particular study. The other comment was whether the results obtained in Japan can be used to
predict AN elsewhere; the response to this was that only if the weather conditions are the same
then the results can be applicable.
2.6.5 Effects of weather c nditions
Climatic conditions affect corona differently depending on the system voltage. HYAC and
HVDC line design considerations for AN are similar. However, there are some impol1ant
differences as discussed in [13]. HYDC corona AN is higher under fair weather conditions,
during wet weather conditions, the ionization is much higher and the amount of space charge is
also higher such that the urface gradient is reduced. [n physical terms the increased corona
activity during foul weather suppresses the positive polarity plumes which are the primary
source of the AN [29]. This also plays a role in the tolerability of HYDC noise. [t is most likely
to be intolerable since it occurs mostly under fair weather conditions when most people are
outdoors and there is no rainfall masking the line noise [13]. Under AC conditions, however,
AN tends to be higher under wet weather conditions. [n Poland a short term AC noise study was
carried out on operating 400 kY lines and it was found that AN increased from 35 dB under fair
weather conditions to about 57 dB under heavy rain conditions, with measurements done at 15
m from the middle of the span[ 11]. Observations mentioned in [19] include that during heavy
rain conditions, AC noise approached saturation, and corona inception was even lower than
Peek's predictions. The differences between fair and foul weather conditions A for DC and
AC voltages is apparent and is also incorporated in software tools. For instance AN prediction
formulae in the BPA corona performance software, for DC lines, rainy weather AN is estimated
by subtracting 6 dB from the LSD fair weather A . [n contrast, the LSD fair weather A IS
estimated by subtracting 25 dB from the LSD rainy weather for AC systems [23].
2.6.6 Frequency spectra
Reference [9] mentions that the ampl itude and the shape of the frequency spectrum depend on
the intensity and waveform of the acoustic pulses generated as well as the frequency response
characteristic of the microphone used. According to [28], at the time the research was carried
out, there was insufficient data to determine whether the shape of the frequency spectra
characteristics for AC an DC lines is constant, independent of the line configuration or the
voltage. [n [32] it is reponed that AN frequency spectrum varies in level and shape depending
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on the weather conditions. Although there are differences, the hum component is very common
in AC noise. Reference [11] states that AC frequency spectrum consists of pure tones (supply
frequency and its multiples) superimposed on broadband crackling or the hissing type noise (I
to 15 kHz). Another observation that was made in [21] is that the hum component varied
considerably with lateral distance from the line, which makes it difficult to compare the hum
component from different conductors under field conditions. According to [13] the pure-tone
component of the HV AC AN noise modifies the nature of the noise and also contributes to the
resulting annoyance. A description of a typical AC frequency spectrum is given in [28]. For AC
lines, the frequency spectrum appears to be flat for frequencies above 500 Hz under rainy
conditions. However, the shape seems different for other wet-weather conditions. AC noise
levels for frequencies below I kHz are difficult to predict and are presumed to be a function of
the conductor ageing. Evid nt to this, the AC frequency spectrum presented in [28] also shown
in [2] showed a 10-14 dB difference in hum content for measurements done in the first year of
operation and nine years later. For frequencies between I kHz and 8 kHz the noise levels
remained similar. The annoying effect of the AN under DC conditions is mainly due to the high
frequency crackling noise [28], as there are no hum components from the power frequency.
There are slight difference in the low frequencies of the frequency spectra shown in [9]. In [13]
the noise level is higher in the low frequencies and decreases up to 125 Hz. However, in [9] the
noise level is lower at 31 Hz, increases up to 63 Hz from which it decreases up to 250 Hz. It is
also mentioned in [13] that the best indicators of corona AN generated from HYDC lines are
the octave band measurements from 500 Hz and above, due to the effect of the background
noise on the low frequency noise levels. DC noise spectrum obtained during dry conditions
from the Dalles DC test line with twin 46.2 mm conductors, gave a flat frequency response for
frequencies from I kHz up to 8 kHz [28].
2.6.7 Attenuation/air absorption
Applying the inverse square law to a transmission line of infinite length, the sound pressure
level is inversely propoliional to the square of the distance. This implies that it decreases with
1010gR where R is the radial distance between the microphone and the conductor. This is also
reported in [2, 21]. Howe er, AC measurements conducted at BPA, Apple Grove and Hydro-
Quebec showed that the sound pressure decreases with IOlogR to 13 .310gR [28]. DC data from
The Dalles DC test centre showed that the attenuation rates are even higher for DC.
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2.6.8 Mitigation techniques
As mentioned above, propagation of the acoustic pulses depends on the distance away from the
noise source but as for transmission lines; the corona A attenuates relatively slowly with
increasing distance. As a result, increasing right-of-way (ROW) is not an effective way of
reducing AN [15].
BPA contracted Westinghouse and General Electric to consider techniques that could be used to
reduce transmission line AN [33]. Several options were considered and it appears that almost
each one of them had a disadvantage. Earlier considerations of AN in the design stage can assist
with regards to the costs associated with applying mitigation techniques. According to [33], the
following options were considered:
• The use of thin wires or sharp edges to produce less impulsive ultra corona - they
produced strong 120 Hz hum, generated TVI, produce excessive losses and their
durability is doubted.
• Insulating the conductors - only thick insulation was effective. Tests showed that it is
susceptible to cor na damage, increases wind loading on towers and reduces the load
carrying capability of the lines. Also requires stronger towers to supp0l1 the heavier
conductors.
• The use of large thin-walled conductive tubes surrounding the conductor - seemed to
be most practical and effective.
• Reconductoring the line was very effective, it reduced the AN from 64 dBA to 49 dBA
on two BPA transmission lines, but it is very costly.
2.7 Corona Losses (CL)
2.7.1 Introduction
Reference [9] states that corona processes such as movement of charged particles, coli isions
between charged pat1icles and neutral molecules require energy. In the case of transmission
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lines the energy required is drawn from the high voltage source connected to the conductor and
converted to many other forms of energy. The rate at which the energy is drawn from the source
is power and may be identified as corona power loss. The creation and movement of positive
and negative ions is mainly responsible for the generation of CL. According to [9], the electrons
created in corona discharges have a very shol1 lifetime and current pulses produced by their
rapid movement do not contribute significantly to the CL. The theoretical analysis for both AC
and DC CL is shown in [9]. However, it is also mentioned that the theoretical calculation or
prediction of CL based entirely on a theoretical approach has not yet been successfully
accomplished.
Physical mechanisms responsible for generation of CL under DC are different from AC because
of the constant applied voltage. During corona discharges the ionic space charge having the
same polarity as the conductors fills the entire inter-electrode space. The generated space charge
drifts towards the ground or the opposite polarity conductor for monopolar arrangements. For
bipolar arrangements the ions mix in the region beh-veen the negative and the positive poles
resulting in recombination [26]. The velocity of ions is proportional to the electric field and
depends on the mobility of the ions [13]. A theoretical analysis of DC corona power loss based
on a number of assumptions IS given in much detail in [9] for both monopolar and bipolar
configurations.
Corona power losses are affected by all the factors that affect corona inception and greatly
affected by atmospheric variables such as wind, humidity and aerosols under DC conditions [9].
In the study repOl1ed in [17], CL was found to increase with the conductor surface gradient and
the conductor size with all the other parameters remaining the same. The evaluation of AC
corona losses requires the knowledge of the electric distribution in the vicinity of conductors
whereas for analysis of DC losses, the field distribution in the entire inter-electrode space has to
be known [34]. Referenc [13] states that DC losses are also dependent on the potential
difference between the conductor and the ground. Corona current of a DC line depends on the
line geometry pal1icularly the pole spacing [13]. In the case of unipolar lines a change in
conductor height has a much larger influence on CL than a corresponding change in conductor
size [9]. CL depends on the position of the bundle relative to the ground and the extent to which
the position influences the movement of space charge [12]. It also depends on the proximity of
the grounded cage effects in cases where test cages are used [20]. According to [35], the line
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height and the pole spacing in case of bipolar arrangements, influence the amount of corona
current that will reach the <=>round and consequently the corona current that will be measured.
Care should also be taken when considering the diameter of an overhead ground wire to ensure
that the space charge does not cause the surface grad ient of the ground wire to be higher than
the corona inception. If the ground wire goes in to corona then a bipolar mode is established
and a drastic increase in CL and other corona effects will be incurred [9].
CL measurements for predicting the corona performance of a transmission line under AC
conditions can be carried ut using test cages and test lines. However, DC test cage results
cannot be used to directly predict the performance of an operating line due to the differences in
space charge distributions [9]. In terms of measuring equipment, CL measurements under AC
fields involve detection of small current component in phase with the voltage in the presence of
a very large out-of-phase capacitive current component and, therefore, require instruments that
can measure low power factors [9]. Reference [26] also mentions that AC CL measurements
require detection of small power loss in the presence of large reactive components. References
[22,26] state that CL can be measured with watt meters or watt transducers, bridge circuits and
a combination of bridge circuits and watt meters. According to [12] AC losses are normally
measured with a self-balancing Schering bridge to avoid manual balancing at high voltages and
especially in the case of long term measurements. For DC measurements, CL in test cages or on
test lines are estimated by measuring the current flowing through the conductor and multiplying
with the applied voltage [91.
2.7.2 Polarity effect
Reference [9] reports that monopolar test line results have shown that the influence of
conductor polarity on space charge field and CL is not significant whilst bipolar test and
operating lines have shown that the difference between the negative and positive CL is quite
small, with the negative CL being higher than positive polarity in fair weather and positive CL
higher in rain conditions. However there was a case where measurements on bipolar operating
transmission line clearly shown that under fair as well as foul weather conditions the current
density profile at ground level was dominated by corona on the negative conductor. Bipolar DC
test line study presented in [36] has shown that higher current densities were measured under
the negative pole than under the positive pole. In the monopolar cage study carried out at IREQ,
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the fair weather positive polarity CL were about 2 to 6 dB higher than the negative polarity CL,
whereas in wet weather they were almost similar with the positive polarity increasing by about
5 to 6 dB [17].
2.7.3 Effect of weather conditions
DC CL is higher under foul weather conditions especially rain [36], and also, fair weather AC
losses are generally negligible as the highest losses occur under heavy rain conditions [26].
Unlike AN, both average fair weather AC and DC CL are less than the wet weather losses. In
the BPA software described in [23] AC and DC fair weather losses were computed by
subtracting 17 dB and 5 d from the average rainy weather losses respectively. Loaded lines
operate at increased temperatures resulting from the load current. Tests carried out on fully
loaded HYDC lines showed that there is a relationship between ions, electric field and the load
current according to the I' pOlts made in [22]. In the Grizzly Mountain study, negative ion
current density showed a linear increase with the increasing conductor temperature [24]. Windy
conditions tend to have an effect on the generated CL especially under DC conditions.
According to [9], DC tests on reduced-scale models, full-scale test lines and on operating lines,
have clearly established the marked influence of the perpendicular component of wind on ion
current distribution at the ground level. Reference [13] states that wind affects the speed and the
direction of the ions as they drift in the inter-electrode space to ground or conductors of
opposite polarity. In [33] which deals with the corona design considerations, it is mentioned
that at higher altitudes CL is lesser when smaller conductors are used; in contrast the 12R losses
reduce when fewer but larger conductors are used [33] making it clear that the choice of the
optimum conductor size needs to approached with caution.
2.8 Effect of Space Charge
AC fields changes polarity every half cycle and therefore recombination of negative and
positive ions in the vicinity of the conductor occurs each an every cycle. For AC lines space
charge generated is confined to a small volume immediately surrounding the conductors and
therefore has negligible effect on the overall field distribution within the cage [20].
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However, corona under DC fields results in accumulation of positive and negative ions in the
vicinity of the conductor depending on the polarity, thus a positive conductor in corona acts as a
source of positive ions and vice versa [35, 37]. The corona generated space charge affects the
breakdown characteristics of the gap. Under positive polarity, the gap is dominated by slower
positive ions, effectively leading to a lower breakdown voltage. Under negative polarity, both
negative and positive ions are present in the gap setting up a space charge field which opposes
the main gap field leading to higher breakdown voltage [13]. These ions give rise to corona
current and are also responsible for electric induction effects produced on objects located in the
vicinity of the lines. Reference [37] presents the details of how space charge can be quantified
with the knowledge of the iollowing parameters in the vicinity of the conductors:
• Electric field intensity
• Ion current density
• Space charge density
• Mobility of the ions
Some of the above parameters are vectors and requIre special instrumentation to measure.
Measurements done by IREQ on a test line showed that the presence of space charge generally
increases the electric field at ground level. From an operating ±450 kY bipolar line, the
presence of wind seemed to be partly responsible for the distribution of space charge [37].
Work carried out at the HYTRC reported in [38] also confirms that a HYDC line in corona can
increase the space charge density downwind, and that the small air ions are the predominant
charge carriers near the HYDC line whereas aerosols become more predominant as the distance
downwind increases.
Negative and positive space charges move in opposite directions and influence the nature of the
local electric field as well as the conductor surface gradients [18]. Space charge distributed far
from the conductor influences not only the electric field on its surface and around it but also
that surrounding the conductor bundle of another polarity [31]. Reference [13] states that if
space charge is produced in high quantities, the source ceases to be in corona until the space
charge is driven by the electric field away from the conductor. Space charge suppresses the field
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to below the critical level and [39] also reports that space charge in monopolar coronas always
tends to reduce the ionisation region field. However, [18] reports that at much higher voltages,
the electric field becomes stronger to an extent that the space charge is unable to reduce the
field sufficiently and pre-br akdown streamers appear.
The effect of space charge depends on the system configuration and varies between cages of
different diameters, cages nd test lines and different polarity arrangements [31]. In view of
this, [13] states that cage measurements can be useful in cases where not much space charge is
generated; however, this does not represent operational transmission line situations. In [20]
cages are not deemed to be very useful for HYDC corona generation quantities due to the
generated space charge that fi lis the entire space of the test cage and affects the electric field at
the conductor surface. Though the primary aim of this study is not based on the RN and ozone
generation, it was considered essential to briefly include them in the literature review so as to
have a full picture of corona effects.
2.9 Radio Noise (RN)
RN refers to any unwanted disturbance within the radio frequency band. Corona discharges are
pulsating in nature and the frequency spectra of the pulses can cover a considerable portion of
the radio frequency band [13]. More and more compact lines are built near residential areas;
these lines normally operat at high field levels and generate high RI levels which interfere with
the neighbouring communication systems depending on the proximity [10]. The frequency
spectrum of RN is confined to the band of about a few kHz to 30 MHz and can also degrade the
dependability of power line carrier (PLC) telecommunication channels [10].
Similar to AN, RJ is affected by the conductor surface gradient and it is mentioned in [13] that
all predictive formulae or analysing methods utilize the conductor surface gradient as the prime
parameter for estimating RI level for both AC and DC transmission levels. Reference [10] states
that RI increases with conductor diameter for the same conductor surface gradient. The results
of the study repol1ed in [17] have shown that RJ generally decreases with an increasing number
of subconductors in a bundle and increases with conductor size and the conductor surface
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gradient [17]. In HYDC transmission lines, the positive pole generates more
radio interference
(RI) than the negative pole and it is beneficial to arrange the poles such that t
he negative pole is
the one closer to the human habitat [9]. In cage studies, negative polarity RI
was also found to
be comparatively negligible '-17]. RJ is influenced by external factors such a
s ambient weather
conditions and ground resistivity [9]. High levels of RI prevail during fair w
eather conditions
for DC lines as opposed to AC lines for which RJ is higher during wet weat
her conditions [13,
36]. In [23] it is mentioned that RI for wet weather conditions, under DC, i
s slightly less than
fair weather RI, and heavy rain RI is computed by subtracting about 6 dB fro
m the fair weather
RI. The RI frequency spectr m of DC transmission lines is said to be similar
to that of AC lines
since the generated pulses are similar for both AC and DC lines [9].
2.10 Ozone
Major elements of the air are oxygen and nitrogen molecules. During ioni
sation, the oxygen
molecule may be separated into two oxygen atoms making it possible for
the formation of
ozone [13]. Ozone production rates were found to be influenced by conducto
r surface grad ient,
mode of corona discharge and weather variables [9]. Reference [20] states tha
t corona generated
ozone concentrations are often below the natural levels and difficult to mea
sure. According to
[9], measurements made in the vicinity of transmission lines have shown
that the maximum
incremental contribution by corona on transmission lines to ambient ozone le
vels is only of the
order of few parts per billion. Reference [22] also confirms that measuremen
ts of ozone levels
from EHV and UHV lines were much lower than the ambient and as a resul
t ozone generation
is not regarded as a design issue.
2.11 Design Considerations
There are no international limits or standards that govern corona effects, pow
er utilities set their
own standards based on their experiences and/or local regulations. During th
e literature scan a
few limits adopted by some utilities caught sight. The BPA has a design poli
cy of AN LSD level
of 50 dBA under AC conditions during rain at the edge of the ROW. The B
PA does not have
any policy for DC lines, but LSD of 42 dBA during fair weather is considered
acceptable by BPA
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[33]. It is also believed that if a transmission line is designed for acceptable AN level, it will
also generate acceptable levels of RI/TVI [22, 33]. Corona loss impact economically on the
system and not on the environment and therefore does not have regulatory impact. The
contribution of transmission lines to ambient ozone is also negligible [32].
Canada does not have national standard specifying limitations for audible nOIse from
transmission lines, instead existing regulations dealing with general environmental nOIse
sources are used. Canadian Standards Association (CSA) developed a standard for interference
from high voltage AC power systems in the frequency range of 0.15 MHz to 30 MHz. this
standard specifies 63 dB above I ~lV /m fair weather interference field strength measured ISm
laterally from the outer most conductor [32]. In South Africa, Eskom adopted the following
limits in the design of765 kV lines at 1500 m altitude [10]:
• RI limit of 72 dB (I /lV/m) at 0.5 MHz at the servitude boundary in LSD conditions.
• AN limit of 53 dBA at 18 m above ground at the maximum line voltage at the servitude
boundary
There are no specific design limits for corona losses for Eskom, but a maximum of 5% of the
full load 12R conductor losses is considered reasonable. Reference [10] also states that there are
no stated limits for ozone generated by transmission lines because it is normally comparable to
the background ozone levels.
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Laboratory measurements were conducted at the HYDC Centre of the University of KwaZulu-Natal
situated on the Westville Campus. The laboratory is in the coastal region and near zero altitude. The
main equipment that was used is the ±500 kV DC source, 2xl00 kV AC test transformer set and the
corona cage. Audible noise (AN) measurements and corona current measurements were done under
both AC and positive and negative DC voltages. Noise level meters, a digital micro-ammeter,
digital oscilloscope and a corona camera were used as measuring and monitoring equipment. The
EPRJ-TLW software and previously published information was used for the analysis of the obtained
results.
3.2 Test Equipment
3.2.1 The HVDC voltage supply
The DC source is a 2-stage Walton-Cockroft generator with a maximum output voltage of +500 kV
and -540 kV and 7.5 mA cun'ent capability. In the tests, only voltages up to 280 kV could be
applied due to clearance limitations. The generator is supplied through a 100 kV DC test
transformer. The detailed ratings and the circuit diagram of the generator are as shown in Table 3.1
and Figure 3.1 respectively. Table 3.2 shows the values of the parameters in Figure 3.1. The
specifications of the AC test transformer are shown in Appendix A.







































































































































Table 3.1: Specifications of the high voltage DC generator
Methodology
No load rated output (positive polarity):






:::;3% at rated current and voltage
Table 3.2: Circuit parameters of the DC generator
Parameter Value
Cl 150 kV, 100 nF
C2 300 kV, 50 nF
C3 300 kV, 50 nF
C4 300 kV, 50 nF
01 300 kV, 20 mA
02 300 kV, 20 mA
03 300 kV, 20 mA
04 300 kV, 20 mA




dvm digital volt meter
3.2.2 The corona cage
A small indoor corona cage with a length of2 m and diameter of 1.5 m was used. It is cylindrical
and consists of three sections. The two outer rings are 1 m long each and are solidly grounded.
The centre ring is normally floating to allow voltage and current measurements to be done from
the centre as shown on the detailed schematic diagram in Figure 3.2. The outer rings are
connected to the centre ring only mechanically and electrically insulated from it through
vesconite insulators.




Only single conductors were considered due to clearance limitations. Solid and stranded
aluminium conductors with diameters 1.6 cm, 2.8 cm and 3.5 cm were tested. Solid conductors
were thoroughly polished before being tested to achieve fairly good surface conditions. The
conductor under test was suspended with the polymeric tension 66 kV, 460 BIL insulators
obtained from Hardware Assemblies. Two corona rings each with a diameter of 50 cm were
attached at each conductor end-fitting in order to reduce the electric stress around the end fittings
and ensure that corona occurred only on the conductor surface.
2m
~-






Figure 3.2: Corona cage
3.3 DC Measurements
Temperature, pressure and humidity were recorded at the beginning of every session of
measurements and also verified at the end of the sessions. Variations of weather parameters were
not significant as all the tests were performed indoors under similar conditions. The effect of wet
weather was not explored. The measurements were mainly performed in the evening when traffic
and all other noise sources were minimal. Repeatability of the results was verified several times
and on different days.
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3.3. 1 Audible noise
Methodology
The A-weighted audible noise measurements were done using the noise
level meter ELT 3 from
Rhode&Schwarz. It is equipped with a capacitor microphone and has non
-directional properties.
To obtain the octave-band frequency spectra, audible noise measureme
nts were done using the
Bruel&Kjaer noise level meter Type 2218 attached to an octave filter se
t, Type 1613. These
measurements were done for 3.5 cm0 and 2.8 cm0 conductors. Technical
specifications of both
meters are included in Appendix A. The meters were positioned in a
Faraday's measurements
cage adjacent to the corona cage shown in Figure 3.3. The microphone
was placed centrally to
the corona cage and orthogonally to the conductor under test. The rad
ial distance between the
microphone and the conductor was about 0.88 m.
Figure 3.3: The measurements cage adjacent to the corona cage
3.3. 2 Corona current
A digital micro-ammeter Fluke Model 187 was used to measure the co
rona current. It was
connected in series with a 560 n resistor connected from the central section of the corona cage,
specifications given in Appendix A. The ammeter was also placed in
the measurements cage
during tests.
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A point-plane spark gap was used to verifY some of the current measurements results. The
diameters of the plane and the rod were 15 cm and 1.5 cm respectively. The length of the rod was
5 cm of which 1 cm was the 60° tip. A gap spacing of 8.6 cm was chosen to obtain high
breakdown voltages. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the gap configuration and the circuit diagram
respectively. The voltage supply was obtained from a portable variable DC source. Current pulses
under both negative and positive polarities were observed using a digital oscilloscope that was
connected across the measuring resistor through a coaxial cable terminated with a 75 n resistor.
The specifications of both the portable DC source and the oscilloscope are given in Appendix A.











Figure 3.4: Spark gap configuration




Figure 3.5: Circuit diagram for spark gap current measurements
3.3. 3 Space charge effect
The cage was covered with aluminium foil in order to assess the effect of space charge on the gap
current. Visual corona was observed for different voltages using CoroCAM [ corona camera
whose details are shown in Appendix A. Space charge assessment was only performed for the 3.5
cm solid and stranded conductors. Figure 3.6 shows the corona cage completely covered with the
foil.
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Figure 3.6: Corona cage covered with the foil
3.4 AC Measurements
The 2 x 100 kV AC test transformer set was used for the AC measurements. AN and corona
current measurements were carried out with the same equipment and configurations as in the DC
case except that the 3.5 cm stranded conductor was considered.
3.5 Experimental Procedure
The supply voltage was applied from the control room in steps of 10 kV. A-weighted noise levels
and corona current were recorded for every 10 kV change in voltage. The static conductor surface
gradient was calculated from the test configuration parameters for every voltage increment, using
Equation 3.1. AC peak voltages were used for calculating conductor surface gradients. The
variation of the measured quantities with the static conductor surface gradient was plotted using
Matlab® for comparative analysis. Octave-band AN measurements were done for selected
conductor surface gradients for frequencies from 35 Hz to 35 kHz.







E = static conductor surface gradient (kVfcm)
U = supply voltage (kV)
R = radius of the cage (cm)
r = radius of the conductor under test (cm)
3.6 Analysis of AN Results
... 3.1
Methodology
The ACDCLTNE module in the EPRl-TLW software was used to analyse the AN results obtained
from the corona cage measurements. EPRl-TLW is a set of interactive software that is used for
analyzing both AC and DC transmission lines electric and magnetic phenomena. it can be applied
in the design of new transmission lines and refurbishment of existing lines. The program allows
the user to specity the line configuration and execution options [40].
A single conductor configuration in a typical DC transmission line was assumed for the purpose
of comparison. The assumed parameters of the line are shown in Table 3.3. This configuration
was used throughout the simulations. The opposite polarity pole was placed 150 m away from the
energized pole to minimize the field interaction between the two poles. Simulations were run for
different voltage levels and the conductor surface gradients plotted against the noise levels. Only
the EPRl, BPA and CRIEP] methods were considered.
AN results obtained under AC were also compared with those obtained from the software. The
assumed configuration was similar to that of DC and is summarised in Table 3.4. Two phases
with angles 00 and 2400 separated by 150 m were considered. This was done in order to simulate
a single phase scenario similar to the laboratory set-up. Only the EPR! and the BPA prediction
methods supported this configuration, as a result, the CRlEPl method was not considered.
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The radial distance between the microphone and the conductor for both assumed configurations
and for the cage configuration are quite different. To bring the configurations to a comparable
level, the correction factors were applied to the cage results. Since the intensity of noise changes
with the proximity to the source producing it. With transmission lines, the noise level changes by
approximately 3 dB for every doubling of the distance from the line. This implies that the sound
pressure level, P is inversely proportional to './r where r is the radial distance between the
transmission line and the microphone. The correction factor for the height effect was, therefore,





~Ph = the change of the measured sound pressure level due to the height correction (dB)
r = radial distance between the microphone and the conductor in the cage
R =radial distance between the microphone and the pole conductor 111 the assumed
configuration
The value of R was evaluated from Figure 3.7. The height correction factors for the measured
DC and AC AN levels are therefore, -14.76 dB and -14.56 dB respectively.
To correct the cage results to an infinitely long line, the correction factor that was adopted is
shown here as Equation 3.3.
. .. 3.3
Where,
i1P1 = the change of the measured sound pressure level due to the length correction (dB)
I = length of the conductor in the cage
r = radial distance between the microphone and the conductor in the cage
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The length correction factor is based on the laboratory set-up only and for the dimensions given
of the cage, the correction factor is -0.71 dB for both DC and AC tests. The trends ofthe cage and
the simulations results were then compared through curve fitting.





Diameter 2.8 cm or 3.5 cm
Height of the conductor 26.3 m
S~ 16m
Altitude 0 m
Microphone height 1.6 m
Distance between the 10 m
line and microphone
Table 3.4: Values of the line parameters used for the EPRI-TLW Software simulations for AC





Height of the conductor 25 m
Sag Oln
Altitude 0 m
Microphone height 1.6 m
Distance between the 10 m
line and microphone






Figure 3.7: Line configuration used for evaluation of correction factors
3.7 Calculation of DC Corona Loss
DC corona power loss was calculated from the measured current and expressed in terms of the






Pc = corona power loss (W/m)
U = DC supply voltage (V)
le = measured corona current (A)
I = length of the conductor in the cage (m)
... 3.4
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3.8 Conductor Surface Conditions
Methodology
Surface roughness factors of the conductors were estimated by USing Peek's formula for
cylindrical geometry shown as Equation 3.5 [9]. The static inception gradients for different
conductors were estimated after observing the corona activity using the CoroCAM I.
Where,
Ec = conductor corona inception gradient (kY/cm)
m = conductor roughness factor
Eo and k are empirical constants
Eo = 31.0 kY/cm for AC
= 31.0 kY/cm for negative polarity DC
= 33.7 kY/cm for positive polarity DC
k = 0.308 for AC
= 0.308 for negative polarity DC
= 0.24 for positive polarity DC
re = radius of the conductor under test
(273+to)P= relative air density = --,------':-'--
(273 + t )po
where, t = ambient temperature
P = ambient pressure
Po= 760 torr
..3.5
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3.9 Test Line Measurements
Methodology
The corona cage was later con erted into a conductor-plane arrangement to represent a
monopolar test line referred to hereinafter as test line. This was done by removing the cylindrical
mesh around the conductor. Corona current and AN measurements were done for a 3.5 cm
stranded conductor under positive polarity only. A copper plate was used to facilitate
measurements of the corona current at ground level. The supporting structure was placed on the
wooden blocks to isolate it from the metallic floor. The thickness of the copper plate was 2.1 cm,
its length and width were 205 cm and 50 cm respectively. It was connected to ground through a
560 n measuring resistor in series with the Fluke 187 digital micro-ammeter. Current
measurements were done with the conductor at a height of 70 cm and 37.5 cm with respect to the
copper plate (ground). AN meter was positioned at the same position as with the corona cage. The
conductor surface gradient was calculated using Equation 3.6. It can be noted that for the height
of 37.5 cm, the term 2H equals the radius of the corona cage R = 75 cm, as a result Equations 3.1
and 3.6 were equivalent for this particular configuration and for the height of 70 cm the air gaps
in the cage and the line were almost the same. Current measurements at the height of 37.5 cm
were repeated with a high power fan directed at the conductor in order to assess the effect of the






E = static conductor surface gradient (kY/cm)
U = supply voltage (kY)
r = radius ofthe conductor under test (cm)
H = height of the conductor above ground (cm)
... 3.6
Corona losses were evaluated from Equation 3.4 similar to the corona cage. The variation of the
corona power loss with the conductor surface gradient was plotted and compared with corona
cage results. Comparison of the cage and the test line generated acoustic power was done. Figure
3.8 shows the test set-up for the line configuration.






















Figure 3.8: Test line configuration
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4.1 Visual Corona
Chapter 4: Results and Analysis
Results and Analysis
Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show visual corona observed using the CoroCAM I at 220 kY and 28.9 kY/cm,
for a 3.5 cm stranded aluminium conductor. Under positive polarity the plumes are much longer,
wider and very distinct (Figure 4.1). Negative polarity plumes are smaller and appear as clusters of
glowing spots around the conductor (Figure 4.2). AC corona discharges in Figure 4.3 appear to
resemble both positive and negative corona characteristics, with a combination of clustered glowing
spots and large plumes appearing occasionally.
Figure 4.1: 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor at 33.5 kV/cm positive polarity
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Figure 4.2: 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor at 33.5 kV/cm negative polarity
Figure 4.3: 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor at 33.5 kV/cm AC
4.2 Conductor Surface Roughness and Corona Inception
As pointed out earlier, conductor surface conditions have an influence on corona characteristics. In
Table 4.1 a comparison is made of the conductor roughness factors calculated from Equation 3.5.
The air density factor varied within a range of 0.95 to 0.97 with the maximum difference of 0.02.
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The calculated inception gradients depend on the prevailing air density
at the time the tests were
done. The roughness factor of 0.8 for the solid conductor suggests that it
was not perfectly smooth.
Under positive polarity, the roughness factor for the 3.5 cm solid condu
ctor is higher than that of
the stranded conductor, by a factor of about 0.2. According to the obser
ved positive and negative
DC as well as AC inception gradients, the 3.5 cm stranded conducto
r appears to have had a
roughness factor of about 0.54. The 2.8 cm stranded conductor appea
rs to have had a surface
roughness factor of about 0.58 when averaging the roughness factors calc
ulated for positive and the
negative polarities. The roughness factors obtained for stranded conducto
rs are slightly lower than
typical roughness factors of 0.6 to 0.8 suggested earlier in [26].
Table 4.1: Calculated conductor roughness factors
Positive DC


















4.3.1 A-weighted noise levels
4.3.1.1 Effects of conductor surface conditions
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the effect of conductor surface conditions on c
orona discharges in terms
of inception gradients and the noise levels generated. These differences
are more apparent under
positive polarity in Figure 4.4. The background noise is about 35 dB
A and the corona noise
inception gradients seem to be at 20 kY/cm [closer to 18 kY/cm] for the s
tranded conductor and 33
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kYfcm for the solid conductor. The inception gradients observed on the A
N graphs indicate levels at
which the corona noise first exceeds the background noise. They do not
indicate the actual corona
inception levels where the first burst or onset streamer is observed (i.e.
the levels shown in Table
4.1). A comparison of the noise and the normal corona inception lev
els shows that the normal
corona inception level is higher for the stranded conductor, but lower for
the solid conductor (Table
4.1 )-one would have expected both to be lower. It can also be observed tha
t the stranded conductor
generated much more noise than the solid conductor; about 10 dB highe
r at 20 kVfcm, 25 dB at 25
kYfcm and 32 dB at 30 kVfcm. Under negative polarity, the corona no
ise inception for the solid
conductor was also delayed, however, not as much as with the positive
polarity (Figure 4.5). The
stranded conductor generated about 5 to 8 dB higher than the solid con
ductor for a wide range of
conductor surface gradients. Generally the results agree with those
of positive polarity, and
therefore, the differences in surface conditions as discussed in Section 4
.2 have a significant effect
on the generation of corona AN, especially the positive polarity AN. T
his could be as a result of
increased corona activity from the rough spots on the stranded conduct
or surface. The spots have
relatively high gradients. A similar characteristic was observed for condu
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Figure 4.4: Conductor roughness effect on AN for positive polarity
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Figure 4.5: Conductor roughness effect on AN for negative polarity
4.3 .1.2 Effect of system polarity
The DC voltage polarity effect is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for both 3.5 cm and 2.8 cm diameter
stranded conductors. The positive polarity noise is definitely higher than that of the negative
polarity; about 15 dB higher for 20 kYfcm to 30 kYfcm for the 3.5 cm diameter conductor, and
about 15 dB higher for 25 kYfcm to 35 kYfcm for the 2.8 cm diameter conductor. This is slightly
higher than the 10 dB and 8 dB difference mentioned in [17] and [13]. Nevertheless, the resu Its are
in good agreement with the literature when it comes to the negative polarity noise being lower to an
extent that it can be disregarded in the design. In terms of the observed annoyance effect, the
positive polarity AN was more annoying, comprised of crackling noise. On the other hand negative
polarity noise was more of a hissing sound. Generally, noise levels for both positive and negative
polarities above 50 dBA were quite unbearable.
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Figure 4.7: Polarity effect on AN for 2.8 cm0 stranded conductor
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4.3.1.3 Effect of conductor size
The effect of the conductor size on the AN generation under positive po
larity and negative polarity
is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively, for stranded conductors o
nly. Similar characteristics
were observed for solid conductors as well. Larger diameter conduct
ors produced higher noise
levels than the smaller diameter conductors for the same conductor sur
face gradients consistently,
under both negative and positive polarities. The obtained results agree
very well with the results
reported in [n, 19] in which the AN increased with the conductor size whe
n all the other
parameters were unchanged. In terms of conductor surface gradients,
the smaller conductor result
in higher operating conductor surface gradients than the larger diamet
er conductors for the same
voltage level. The slopes of the graphs for the three conductors become s
teep just after the inception
and then tend to flatten as the surface gradients increase above 40
kV/cm, especially for the
negative polarity noise levels. This characteristic suggests that there is
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Figure 4.9: Effect of conductor size on AN (Negative polarity, stranded conductors)
4.3.1.4 Corona cage and test line measurements
Comparison of the AN noise measurements obtained from the test cage and the test line under
positive polarity is shown in Figure 4.10. As seen from the graphs, though the tests were not run
simultaneously, there is no significant difference in the measured noise levels as one would expect.
The magnitudes of the noise levels are similar for the same conductor surface gradients and the
graphs also follow the same trend. It is mentioned in [17,28] that the slopes of the cage and test line
AN results are usually not similar. The observed similarities could be due to the similar test
arrangements which were adopted. The results also suggest that the effect of space charge on the
cage AN measurements was insignificant.
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Figure 4.) 0: Comparison of cage and test line AN measurents (3.5 cm 0 stranded conductor, line height of70
cm, positive polarity)
The comparison of the cage and line AN was also expressed in terms of sound power, A, at a
reference of I IlWfm. The sound power was calculated from the measured sound pressure level by
first deriving the generated sound pressure level at a distance of 1 m for an infinite length
transmission line as it was done in [31]. Details of the derivation are as follows:
P = A(dB) -lOlog R + 10 IOg(tan -I 2~) -7.82 ... (4.1)
Let PI = generated sound pressure level (dBA) standardised to the sound pressure level at a point
one meter away from the conductor bundle of an infinite length:
RI = I m and I 1 = 00 then (4.1) becomes:
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A(dB) =~ + 10logR1 -1010g(tan-1 _1_1 J+ 7.822R j
A(dB) =~ + 10l0gl-10l0g(tan-I~) + 7.82
2 x 1
1r
A(dB) =~ + 10log- + 7.82
2
Substituting (4.3) in (4.1):
p = ~ + 10log 1r + 7.82 -10logR + 10l0g(tan-1 _1_) -7.82
2 2R
~ =P-10 log 1r -7.82 + 10 log R-10 109(tan -I _1_) + 7.82
2 2R
=P+ 10 log R+ 10 log[ 1r I]
2tan- l -
2R
IfP = PI, R = 1 m and 1=00 (4.1) becomes,
~ = A(dB) -10logl + 10l0g( tan-I ~) -7.82
Then,
1r
A(dB) =~ -10log- + 7.82
2
A(dB) = ~ + 5.86 (ref= 1 pW/m)




)A(dB) = ~ + 5.86 + 10 log 10-6






Figure 4.11 shows the results obtained from Equation 4.6. As expected the graphs have similar
trends as those of Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11: Variation of acoustic power with conductor surface gradient for a test line and corona cage for
3.5 cm0 stranded conductor, positive polarity (line height of70 cm )
The similarity between the cage and the test line results could be due to the fact that the position of
the sound level meter relative to the conductor was the same during both the test cage and the test
line measurements. It is suggested in [31] that cage results will only be comparable with line results
if the space charge conductor surface field is computed and used in comparison rather than the static
conductor surface field. Alternatively the obtained results could mean that the effect of the space
charge on the conductor surface gradient in a small cage and on a small test line with similar
dimension is unnoticeable. Converting the cage into a test line only yielded a 0.67 cm increase in
the active length of the conductor which, theoretically, will increase the noise level by 0.5 dB. This
is a very small change to be noticed on an analogue meter.
4.3.1.5 Effect of system voltage
In Figure 4.12 a comparison of the DC and AC corona noise levels is shown for a 3.5 cm diameter
stranded conductor. The graphs for AC and positive DC noise are quite similar in both magnitudes
and the trends. The annoyance effect of the positive DC and AC noise levels was also very similar;
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however the AC noise sounded to be more of a combination of both hissing and crackling noise.,
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Figure 4.12: Effect of system voltage on AN for a 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor
4.3.2 TLW Software A-weighted noise levels
Figure 4.13 shows a comparison of the UKZN sound pressure level results (corrected for height
and length as shown in Chapter 3) and the EPRI-TLW software results obtained under positive
polarity with a 3.5 cm diameter stranded conductor. The BPA and the CRIEPI empirical methods
predict lower noise levels compared to the EPRI method for the same configuration. The
differences could be due to variations in test and atmospheric conditions. The empirical formulae
used for the evaluation of AN shown in [13] are also different. There is a very good agreement
between the corrected UKZN results and the EPRI prediction methods, in terms of both the trends
and the magnitudes. Figure 4. J 4 shows the fitted trend lines for both the UKZN and the EPRI
results. The graphs are both logarithmic and the equations are of the same order of magnitude. R2 is
a measure of how close the trend Iine is to the actual graph and has a value ranging 0 to I where I is
the perfect fit and 0 is the worst. Clearly the EPRI curve is perfectly logarithmic with R2 of 1 and
the UKZN graph is closer with R2 equal to 0.987.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of trends for UKZN with EPRI results by curve fitting (3.5 cm 0 stranded
conductor, positive polarity)
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In comparing the UKZN corrected results and the TLW software results under negative polarity,
similar characteristics as in the case of positive polarity were observed. As shown in Figure 4.15,
The CRIEPI and the BPA predictions were lower than the EPRl. The corrected UKZN results were
also in good agreement with the EPRI prediction though slightly lower in magnitudes.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of TLW software prediction methods with UKZN results (3.5 cm0 stranded
conductor, negative polarity)
The negative polarity trends for a 3.5 cm stranded conductor are compared in Figure 4.16. Both the
EPR! and the UKZN graphs are logarithmic and have the same order of magnitude. The R2 value
for the UKZN graph is 0.985 which is a very good agreement.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of trends for UKZN with EPRl results by curve fitting (3.5 cm0 stranded conductor,
positive polarity)
The comparison of the measured results with the EPRl-TLW software results was also done for the
2.8 cm diameter conductor and the results are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 for positive and
negative polarity respectively. The EPRl-TLW software results are quite consistent with the BPA
and the CRIEPI predictions being lower than the EPRI predictions. It can be noted that for the 2.8
cm diameter conductor the UKZN graphs are slightly lower than the EPRl prediction curve for both
positive and negative polarities. Nevertheless the UKZN corrected results are in good agreement
with the EPRl prediction graph for both polarities. Through a simple visual observation on the two
figures, it can be noted that the trends are also in agreement similarly to the 3.5 cm diameter
conductor.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison ofTLW software prediction methods with UKZN results (2.8 cm0 stranded
conductor, negative polarity)
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For AC simulations, only the EPR! and the BPA prediction methods agreed with the chosen
configuration. In Figure 4.19, a comparison is made of the corrected UKZN results and the TLW
software results, for AC voltages. The EPRI curve is not purely logarithmic as in the case of the
DC results. Compared to the DC results, the UKZN results are higher than the EPRI and the BPA
predictions, but the BPA are much lower. However, the R2 values for the three fitted graphs are
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of trends for UKZN with EPR! and BPA results by curve fitting (3.5 cm 0 stranded
conductor, AC)
4.3.3 Octave band frequency spectra
4.3.3.1 Positive polarity DC
The frequency spectra results were arranged to show the effect of the static conductor surface
gradient on the measured AN frequency spectra, in relation to the spectrum of the prevailing
background noise for different polarities and conductor sizes. The scale of the meter that was used
with the octave band filter set had 25 dB as the minimum measurable noise level. It was observed
that the noise levels started to decrease beyond 8 kHz. This could be due to the effect of the I-inch
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microphone that was used. It has a flat response characteristic up to J0
kHz, beyond which it starts
to decrease depending on the angle of incidence. Figure 4.20 shows the fre
quency spectrum of the
background noise and that of the 2.8 cm diameter stranded conductor ob
tained at 28.9 kY/cm under
positive polarity. At this surface gradient, corona AN was much higher
than the background noise.
It can also be noticed that the background noise was only measurable in the
frequency range of up
to 500 Hz which implies that it affected the measured corona AN levels
in the same range. It is
reported in [28] that frequencies below 1 kHz are a function of conduc
tor ageing and in [13], it is
also reported that the best indicators of HYDC corona AN are octave ba
nd measurements from 500
Hz and above. The noise was quite broad band and consisted of both
mid and high frequencies
because of its crackling nature, as also mentioned in [29].
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Figure 4.20: Positive polarity frequency spectrum for a 2.8 cm0 stranded condu
ctor
The positive polarity spectrum in Figure 4.21 remains consistent in terms o
f the frequency content.
There is also a consistent difference between the frequency spectra of d
ifferent conductor sizes. It
appears that for the same conductor surface gradient, the frequency spe
ctra of the larger conductor
is higher than that of a smaller one. This is also in agreement with th
e A-weighted noise levels
discussed above. Figure 4.22 shows the effect of the conductor surface gr
adient on the frequency
spectra under positive polarity. The lower frequencies show an inconcl
usive relationship; this can
be attributed to the effect of background noise as discussed earlier. Con
sidering frequencies higher
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than 125 Hz, it appears that the higher the conductor surface gradient the higher the noise levels for
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Figure 4.22: Effect of conductor surface gradient on positive polarity frequency spectrum for 2.8 cm0
stranded conductor
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4.3.3.2 Negative polarity DC
Negative polarity frequency spectra results are shown 111 Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25. The same
effect of background noise frequencies can also be observed again here for the negative polarity
measurements shown in Figure 4. 23. The negative polarity spectrum is much dominated by the
higher frequencies, unlike the positive polarity noise. At lower frequencies up to 500 Hz the noise
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Figure 4.23: Negative polarity frequency spectrum for 2.8 cm0 stranded conductor
Figure 4.24 shows the effect of conductor size under negative polarity for 24.3 kY/cm. The high
frequency content is quite clear from 2 kHz and above, the mid frequencies are very low and the
low frequencies higher. Over the whole frequency spectrum the noise level of the larger conductor
is higher than that of the smaller conductor, similar to positive polarity. For different conductor
surface gradients in Figure 4.25, the higher conductor surface gradient resulted in higher noise
levels over the whole frequency spectrum, for the same conductor size. The low frequency noise
levels are again not interpretable.
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Figure 4.25: Effect of conductor surface gradient on negative polarity frequency spectrum for 2.8 cm0
stranded conductor
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4.3.3.3 AC
AC frequency spectrum results are shown in Figures 4.26-4.28. Both low and high frequencies
constitute the AC frequency spectrum. The contribution of the hum content can be noted at
frequencies 63, 125 and 250 Hz, hence the background noise appears to be much lower at these
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Figure 4.26: AC frequency spectrum for 2.8 cm 0 stranded conductor
In terms of conductor diameters, the AC frequency spectrum shows the same characteristics as the
DC spectrum in that the larger conductor generates high noise levels (Figure 4.27). In Figure 4.28
the frequency spectra appear to be consistent in terms of trends for the different conductor surface
gradients and seem to be quite similar for the higher surface gradients of 28.9 kYfcm and 33.4
kYfcm. The hum content remains notable in both figures. As also noted in [28], the noise levels for
frequencies between 1 kHz and 15 kHz are quite consistent as opposed to those at the lower
frequencies which are affected by both the background noise and the hum component.
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Figure 4.28: Effect of conductor surface gradient on AC frequency spectrum for 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor




4.4.1 Effect of conductor surface conditions
The effect of the conductor surface conditions on the CL is demonstrated
in Figures 4.29 and 4.30.
It can be noted that the CL for solid smooth conductors only start increas
ing for conductor surface
gradients above 30 kYfcm in both cases i.e. for different conductor s
izes and polarities. The
significant difference between these graphs demonstrates the effect con
ductor roughness factors
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Figure 4.29: Effect of c nductor surface condition on corona losses for p
ositive polarity
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Figure 4.30: Effect of conductor surface condition on corona losses for negative polarity
4.4.2 Effect of polarity
Figures 4.31 and 4.32 show the effect of polarity on DC corona power losses for 3.5 cm diameter
and 2.8 cm diameter stranded conductors, respectively. For both conductors, the positive polarity
loss seems to be significantly lower than the negative polarity loss, especially at higher surface
gradients. For example, the difference between positive and negative CL at 35 kV/cm is about 30
W/m for both conductors. These observations are similar to what was mentioned earlier in the
discussions of paper [31]. The higher CL observed under negative polarity could be due to repelled
high mobility electrons and negative ions being conducted to ground rapidly.
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Figure 4.32: Effect of voltage polarity on corona losses for a 2.8 cm0 stranded conductor
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4.4.3 Effect of conductor size
In Figures 4.33 and 4.34, a comparison is made of the corona power lo
sses incurred for different
conductor sizes under both positive and negative polarities. It can be s
een that the CL increases
with conductor diameter for the same conductor surface gradient under b
oth polarities. The trends
of the three graphs are quite similar and their slopes show a steep increase
in CL with the conductor
surface gradient beyond 30 kY/cm. This could be due to the fact that
large conductors tend to
support longer streamers as similarly observed with the AN. Simila
r observations were also
reported in [17]. It can be seen from both sets of curves that the pola
rity effect on CL is less
apparent for the smallest conductor, especially in the low range of conduc
tor surface gradients.
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Figure 4.33: Effect of conductor size on corona losses under positive pola
rity for stranded conductors
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Figure 4.34: Effect of conductor size on corona losses under negative polarity f
or stranded conductors
4.4.4 Corona cage and test line measurements
Comparison of CL for different configurations is shown in Figure 4.35.
Similar corona losses were
observed for the cage and the test line with a conductor height of 70 cm
. However, the test line with
conductor height of 37.5 cm had higher CL. The similarities between th
e Line 1 and the cage results
could be due to almost similar gap sizes in both cases. The 70 cm con
ductor height above ground
for Line I is almost the same as the 75 cm radius of the corona cage. Th
e Line2 configuration gives
same conductor surface gradient as that of the cage for the same appli
ed voltage. However, Line2
losses are higher than the corona cage ones, for the same conduct
or surface gradient. These
observations tend to suggest that the CL depends more on the resistance
of the path to ground which
is detennined by the height of the conductor above ground or cage
air gap, and not the static
conductor surface gradient. This is in agreement with assertions made in
[9, 13] that CL depends on
the geometry of the system particularly the pole spacing and the conduc
tor height above ground.
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Figure 4.35: Comparison of corona losses in a corona cage and test line for a 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor
(Line I: H = 70 cm, Line2: H = 37.5 cm)
CL results could not be compared with the software simulations as there are no correction factors to
bring the cage and line configurations to the same level of comparison.
4.5 Point-Plane Gap Corona Current Characteristics
The variation of the current with the supply voltage in a point-plane spark gap, is shown in Figure
4.37. The current increased consistently with the supply voltage. The negative polarity current is
higher than the positive polarity current, the distinction becoming clearer as the voltage increases.
These results agree with those obtained in the corona cage. The polarity is with respect to the point
electrode. This can be attributed to the space charge effect in the gap. Under negative polarity, the
negative ions and fast electrons are repelled away from the gap and quickly conducted to ground at
a higher rate thereby increasing the corona current. Under positive polarity, the slower positive
charges are also repelled fro the gap, but are conducted to ground at a slower pace and the
electrons are more involved in the discharge activity in the high field region around the anode. This
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is further substantiated by the corona pulses observed at a voltage
of 40 kY USIng a digital
oscilloscope as shown in Figures 4.37 to 4.40. The positive polarity pulses h
ad very high amplitudes
compared to the negative polarity ones. The volts/division setting h
ad to be set at 0.5 for the
positive polarity to fit the screen as opposed to 0.2 for negative polarit
y. However, in terms of the
frequency, the negative polarity pulses (Figures 4.39 and 4.40) were notably
more frequent than the
positive polarity pulses (Figures 4.37 and 4.38). This implies that dependin
g on the averaging time
for the ammeter, more negative pulses might be averaged within one cy
cle as compared to positive
pulses. This could be the reason why the measured negative polarity c
orona current is higher than
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Figure 4.36: Polarity effect on corona current in a point-plane gap (gap spacing
= 8.6 cm)
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Figure 4.38: Corona current pulses under positive polarity (U = 40 kY)
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Figure 4.39: Corona current pulses under negative polarity (U = 40 kY)
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Figure 4.40: Corona current pulses under negative polarity (U = 40 kY)
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4.6 Space Charge Effect
4.6.1 Stranded conductors under DC voltages
A comparison of the corona current measured for stranded conductors when the cage was covered
with the foil and when it was uncovered is shown in Figures 4.41 and 4.42 for positive and negative
polarities respectively. Tn both cases the current was slightly less when the cage was covered with
foil. At higher conductor surface gradients above 35 kV/cm, the differences between the measured
currents are very insignificant. This is in line with the theory that the effect of space charge
becomes marginal at higher surface gradients. The results seem to suggest that the effect of space
charge in the small corona cage is not significant for stranded conductors. The slight differences in
the current values could be due to the current lost through the foil or slight suppression of the field


















































Figure 4.41: Effect of space charge on corona current under positive polarity for a 3.5 cm0 stranded
conductor
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Figure 4.42: Effect of space charge on corona current under negative polarity for a 3.5 cm0 stranded
conductor
4.6.2 Solid conductors under DC voltages
The results obtained with solid conductors also agree with those of the stranded conductors as seen
in Figures 4.43 and 4.44. In the case of solid conductors, there is a clear distinction between the
results obtained when the cage was covered with a foil and when the cage was not covered even at
higher surface gradients. The reduced current could either be as a result of reduced charge carriers
in the gap due to conduction through the foil or suppressed field by the space charge.
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Figure 4.44: Effect of space charge on corona current under negative polarity for a 3.5 cm0 solid conductor
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4.6.3 Stranded conductor un er AC voltages
The effect of the space charge on the measured AC corona current is very insignificant especially
up to 33 kY/cm beyond which there was only a slight difference in the currents measured (Figure
4.45). As mentioned in the literature review, for AC lines, space charge generated is confined to a
small volume immediately surro nding the conductors and therefore, has negligible effect on the
overall field distribution within the cage [20]. The differences in the higher conductor surface
gradients could be that the charge carriers increased to a state where the system frequency could not
allow sufficient time for the space charge to be swept away.
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Figure 4.45: Effect of space charge on corona current under AC for a 3.5 cm0 stranded conductor
4.6.4 Positive DC test line measurements
In the case of the test line measurements, the current was less when the fan was blowing the air
away from the conductor (Figure 4.46). The reduced current could be due the fact that there are
fewer charge carriers in the conductor to ground gap due to the blowing away of the air in the
vicinity of the conductor. The fan seems to have been less effective as the conductor surface
gradient increased beyond 28 kY/cm. The reason could be that the charge carriers increased to such
an extent that the fan was unable to adequately disperse the generated space charge similar to the
case of AC above.
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Figure 4.46: Effect of space charge on corona current ofa test line CH = 37.5 cm): positive polarity and 3.5
cm0 stranded conductor
4.6.5 Visual corona
Visual corona for both DC polarities and AC show that the discharge was comparatively more
intense when the cage was not covered with the foil. Figures 4.47 to 4.49 below show a comparison
of corona visuals obtained at 220 kV when the cage was not covered and when it was covered with
the foil. These correspond with the current measurements as discussed above.





Figure 4.47: Positive polarity 220 kY (a) cage not covered with foil (b) cage covered with foil
(a) (b)
Figure 4.48: Negative polarity 220 kY (a) cage not covered with foil (b) cage covered with foil
(a) (b)
Figure 4.49: AC 220 kY (a) cage not covered with foil (b) cage covered with foil
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The observed corona plumes showed that the positive polarity corona discharge is more intense than
the negative polarity corona, whilst the AC discharge appeared to have the characteristics of both
the positive and negative polarity coronas.
Corona audible noise (AN) and corona loss (CL) measurements have been carried out. The AN
results demonstrated the relationship between AN and conductor surface gradient, the effect of
conductor surface conditions, system polarity, system voltage and conductor size on measured A-
weighted noise levels. The measurements also provided a basis for comparison of corresponding
conductor-plane test configuration and corona cage AN and CL values.
AN increased as the conductor surface gradient was increased and also increased with the conductor
size for the same conductor surface gradient. AN levels under positive polarity DC were much
higher than the corresponding negative polarity values, but very similar to the AC noise for the
same conductor surface gradient. The positive polarity and the AC noise levels were by far more
annoying than the negative polarity levels. The results revealed a distinct difference between AN
generated by a smooth solid conductor and that generated by a stranded conductor. Stranded
conductors were comparatively noisier. A comparison of cage and test line AN results showed no
significant differences between t e two, most possibly due to the similarities in their geometries.
The results also suggest that the space charge effects on AN are more difficult to evaluate using
small corona cages and conductor-plane test arrangements.
There was very good agreement between the EPRI software and the corrected UKZN noise level
results, in terms of both the trends and the levels. These results tends to suggest that the software
could be used to predict noise levels in Southern Africa at least for low altitude regions since the
tests were carried out at sea level only.
The frequency spectrum results showed that transmission line AN is made of different frequencies
depending on the applied voltage. Under DC conditions the noise is broadband in nature whilst AC
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has the hum component superimposed on the broadband component. It was also shown that the
background noise influences the lower frequencies of the transmission line noise.
CL results showed that it increases with conductor surface gradient, as well as with the conductor
size for a given conductor surfac gradient. The CL for solid conductors is much less compared to
stranded conductors. Therefore, solid conductors cannot be used to predict CL produced by
stranded conductors. Monopolar negative polarity CL is higher than the positive polarity loss.
Current measurements and pulse obtained from the spark gap also confirmed higher currents under
negative polarity voltages. The comparison between the test line results with the corona cage results
suggests that the CL depends more on the gap between the conductor and ground and the
availability of the charge carriers.
Effect of space charge on the corona loss was more apparent on test line measurements. Blowing
the fan in the direction of the conductor directed the charge carriers away from the conductor-
ground gap and reduced the corona current. The cage measurements showed that the conduction of
some of the charge through the foil reduced the current flowing to ground. With AC cage results,
there were no signs of the effect of space charge on the measured current. The test line results
suggest that the effect of space charge depends on the geometry of the test system and the wind
conditions, and therefore, should not be generalised. Hence test cage CL results cannot be compared
with software results.
The results obtained agree very well with the studies done elsewhere and provide an understanding
of transmission line corona discharge in the Southern Africa context. The objectives of comparing
AN results with the software simulations assessing the applicability of the software to local designs
have been met. CL as well as AN characteristics have been studied in detail. Effects of space
charge on DC and AC corona current have also been demonstrated.
The obtained results could be applied in the preliminary corona design of transmission lines in the
Southern Africa region, for the selection of operating conductor surface gradients and transmission
line parameters.
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The measurements presented in this study were carried out at low altitudes only. Corona discharges
are known to be greatly affected by climate patterns as well as the altitude. A comparison of results
obtained at higher altitude and those at lower altitude will give a complete picture in terms of the
effects of altitude on corona generation and the measured quantities. Therefore it will be worthwhi le
to extend the study to higher all itude areas.
The effect of different geometries on corona discharges can only be verified by performing tests on
longer test lines or larger diameter cages and comparing the results with those of the small cage.
Considering construction of a test line or a bigger corona cage will assist in validating this study
even further.
Due to the dimensions of the cage, only single conductors were considered in this study. Practical
transmission lines usually have bundled conductors arranged in different geometries in order to
limit, amongst other factors, line losses. It is highly recommended that the applicability of the
obtained results to the design of bundled conductors be explored.
Space charge is a complex factor which depends on geometries and the prevailing wind conditions.
It would be interesting to make an eff0l1 to estimate the space charge conductor surface field during
measurements and compare the results with those expressed in terms of static conductor surface
gradient.
To obtain a comparison betwe n AC and DC corona loss (CL), an AC self balancing bridge circuit
can be designed and used to measure the low power factors associated with AC corona power loss.
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Rated output short time:
Frequency:
Short circuit impedance voltage:
4/8 kW, 3-phase: 187-228 Vrms, 48-63 Hz
±0-125 kV
30 mA
< 0.1 % of rated Unns up to 125 kV







5% approximately with respect to rated continuous kV A
and rated voltage
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Walton-Cockroft generator
o load rated output (positive polarity): +500 kV





:::;3% at rated current and voltage




Main direction of sound incidence:
Operating temperature range:
25 to 120 dBA
16 Hz to 16 kHz
capacitor microphone, omn id irectional characteristic
from front along longitudinal axis of set
-10 to +50°C




19 to 134 dBA
14 to 134 dB
10Hz to 18kHz
Microphone: 1" condenser microphone, omnidirectional at low frequencie
s, at high frequencies
the sensitivity varies with the angle of incidence.
Bruel&Kjaer octave filter set (Type 1613)
Centre frequencies (fo): 3 1.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1kHz, 2
kHz, 4 kHz, 8 kHz, 16
kHz, 3 I.5 kHz.







Field of view: 7° Horizontal 5° Vertical
Focus range: 0.5 m to infinity
Focal length: 110 mm






2.5 mV - 1000 V (100 kHz bandwidth)
0-10 A continuous
20 A ~ r 30 seconds
AC current, true rms: 25 /-lA - lOA continuous
20 A for 30 seconds
Resistance: 0 - 500 MQ
Conductance: 0 - 500 nS
Capacitance: 0.001 nF - 50 mF




100-120 V AC 1220 to 240 V AC (switches automatically)
50/60 Hz
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AC-I Mn, DC-I Mn, DC-50 n, GND
1 Mn ± 1.0%,50 n ± 1.0%
• 50 n input: 2 mV - I V/div (in 1,2 or 5 mV increments)
• I Mn input: 2 mV - 10 V/div (in 1,2 or 5 mV increments)
Maximum input voltage:
• I Mn input (at I kHz or less frequencies): 400 V (DC +AC peak) - 282 V
rms CAT
11
• 50 n input: 5 Vrms max. and 10 Vpeak max
Frequency characteristics:
(-3 dB roll-off point for sine-wave input with ±4 div amplitude)
• 50 n input: I V - 10 mV/div over 0 (DC) to 500 MHz, or 5 mV - 2 mV
/div over 0
(DC) to 400 Ml-lz
• I Mn (input defined as resistance up to the probe tip when 700988 prob
e is used):






• real time sampling mode
o When interleave mode is on:
o When interleave mode is off:
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Ilui,t' \\ ith conductor ,ulfact' gl adit'llt for both cagt'
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Cornna is a discharge phenon'ennn that occurs when
the .111' ,ull'ounding tht' high voltag~ translllis~ion lin~
"IlIHlu"tor' '-'I'lt'rating at high ~t1rfa"e gradit'nb is
inni'ed, It g~nen1tt's unapprt'-:iahit' "uclibl~ nobe, radio
no',,', Ozon,' ,lIld ~pact' -:harg~ III the 'a~t' of DC Iin~s
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,'oIHlu,'tnr bUild le \\ a, ,'h~t'n O\'t'r a four-conductor
bundle' to limittht' corona gt'll~rat~d audibJ~ noist' tANI
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de~igll factor which Illost intlut'nc<:'s tht' curona
1X'lt'onnanc~ of transmis,ion lines [51, FQr air ;It
,talldard ples~ur~ and t~lllperatul\', th~ cntical ,'orona
inct'ption gradit'nt in air is :10kY/cm peak or 21kYrms
for AC fit'lds [11, Th~ ,~nnductor surf,Ke gradient
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signific,ull int1ut'J1c~ 011 lh~ sllrfac~ of the condu,'tor~,
thu~ affecting th~ corona efft~cts diff~I\'l1tly, ckl'lt'nding
on tilt' natul~ of the t'lectric field, In South AfJi,'a,
atmospheric conditions \'ary frolll th~ 10\\ altiludt'
':llastal art'as to lh~ inland high altitul!t' Ollt's,
Con~qut'ntly in considering lh~ Iran~llli"ion lin,'
dt'~igl1S for speCific locations, tl~ atl1losphen,' impact
on corona inct'ption net'd~ to bt' taken into aCCOunt.
2 CORONA AUDIBLE :\O)SE
2.1 Theoretical Background
During corOna dbcharges the rapid Illo\'t'ml'nt 01
el~clron~ during Ionisation r~sults in tht' ~uddt'n transfer
of kint'ti,' en~rgy 10 n~t1tral air 11l0it'cult's through
collisions, This t'nergy transfer is t'ljuiql"11t 10 an
explosion taking place al tht' corona sitt' \\ 11Ich gi\\'s
ri,t' to the gt'lIt'ratioll of aCl)ustic wa\'es 121, III t','enct'
corona discharge~ are a ~Olll,(,t' of acoustic pul,t'" TIlt'
bUN of acoustic pul~~ are geller,ttt'd Ilt',lr tht' IX'''k of
th~ positi\'t' cycl~~ for AC' volta£:t's, Th~ altt'rnalin£:
\'Oltage rt'sults in tIlt' pur~ tO~les at fll'CJucncic~
corr~~pnnding to th~ e\'ell harmonic~ of lhe 'y,rcm
frt'quellcy, III Ih~ case of DC sy,t~ms tht're j, no
gt'neration of lht' purt' tones due to the ab~t'1l t' of allY
modulating inllut'llct' of th~ \'oltagt',
Ba,ic law~ of acoustics al~ u~t'r1 to anal\'sc the
tralhllli~~ioll lillt' AN 011 th~ b"si~ nl - c~rtaill
as~umptions 121, COJlSid~rillg a ~iJlgle condu,'tor "bow
gruund alld ~ol\'illg equations from acolI,ti,' thcnl) as
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Equation 11) J~ appli..:abll' 10 a ~hort tran~mi~~ion




p = ,ou Ild pre~~lIre kl'e I (Pa)
c =propagation I'elo..:ily of ~ound waw~ (m/~l
,) =all' den~it)' (kg/m \)
,-\ =gl.?llerated a..:nuslic power d,'nsity (W/m)
R =di,tance betwet'n the noi~t' ';OUI\',~ 10 111<' poinl
01 ob't'I\'allon (ml
Tht' t'xal't I'alue for tht' propagatloll wloclt)' of
,,,und l\ill',', i~ oblaillt'd from (\) [61: howel'er. this
I'alut' i~ taken a, ,\:11 m/~ in mo,1 calculation, including
tIK"" in 1-11,
I ()
(' =,n 1.4 : I - --
~ 27,\
Wllt'rt'.
8 = k'mperalllrt' in degrt't'~
.-\cconling to [:21 the air den~ity at sea lel'el qries
1\ ith ambil.?nt tt:mp('J'atllle and ha, I'alut'~ of about
1,22k;:/n,-' in ,ummt'r ancl 1,28k[!/m' in winter.
HOII t'~·er. a I'alue uf 1.29kg/m' i~ prop~~t'd ebt'where a,
Ihe airdelblt)' [-11,
\\'ith tht' ,ound prt'"ure P and the generated
al'IllI,IJl' p,)\\er dt'Il'lty A t''lpl1:''~.ed in dB.A, at a
rt'ft'l't'IKt' ,,1' 2(lpPa and Ip\Vim respectiwly.tl land (2)
h"cOIllt'.
Pld[lA I = AidE) - Illl"" R - !lll""i (an ,_1_ '1-7,X2
, -: 2R
(Shol1linel (4)
e( cl/lA ) =.4 (cf /) ) - I () lu~ R -:) ~6
(Long line) (5)
Tbt' ab,we t'Cjuation, art' applicabk 10 AN generated
trum HVAC alld HVDC tran,mi~,ion lint'~,
2.2 Field Eflccts
1l.,1\ i, grt'all) afft'ctt'd by the conductor sUlt'ace
gr~ldi"llt 171, IXI ,'ompart'd 10 allY other factor,. The
p,II',II11t'tt'r, of the lille oftt'll hal'e In,ignificant influence
on A:'J. For t'xamplt', in tht' de,;ign con,iderations
di~,'u"t'd in [91 it i~ aho mentioned that variations in
,'ondu,'tor ht'ight I1 ill only re,ult in ~maJl I'ariatiom
I1 ilh A:'\ generatt'tl. ThL' AC laboratory results
mL'nli'"1<'d in [I 0J indiL\lIed that as the surt:lce gradient
111L 1\'~I>t·'1. audibk noi,e incrt'a~t'd until it ~'eached
,alllration klt'l, and tht' diffelt'IlL't' in noi,e lel'els
bell\t'L'n ,'tllllluL'IOr arrangement:, decrea,ed with
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increasing conductor sUlt'ace gradient. Practical
operating conductor surt'ace gradients seem to be in the
ran[!e of 15kV/cm to 30kY/cm. For thi, reason, the BP.-\
prediction formulae as presented by Chartier and
Stt'al'lls [71 are valid for gradients bt'twet'n 12 and
25kVrmslcm for .-\C and between 17 and 29kV/cm DC.
Furthennort', the equation, which are incorporated in
the EPRl's "ACDCLlNE" software arc I'alid tor
gradient~ bdwet'n 15 and :lOkY/cm DC Hl·
Earl)' con~ideration of tlw audible noi~e. ion" and
radio noist' in the de~ign of the lint' can minimize tht'
effect of all corona-related effects [Ill tht'l't'~1ftt'r. Tu
determine the l'lt'haviour of L'Ol'Ona AN. long tt'rm and
~hon lerm A:--: measuremt'nt~ can be done on eithn tt',t
lint'~ or test cage~. Long term mt'a~uremenl, at\:' morL'
I\:' liable as they are carried out for longer l'lt'Ii0(\' and
l1:"flect the influt'nce of diffel\:'nt weather conditioll> on
the me~L'UIl:'ments. lv!easurement, technique, and
instnlmenb n1<l)' affect the noi~e lewb mt'asul1:"d. It I'
also wonh mentioning that measul1:"d AN dt'I)t'lllh on
tht' di~tance bell\'t'en ('onductor and the microphone
u~d to mea'UIt' the noise level, (3),
2..3 Othcr Effcds
Due to the nature of the positi"e corona di,chargt",
corona generated pul:t'~ on positil'e polarity conducltlr,
have higher magnitude and longer decay timt" It',ulting
in more audible noise for the po,itiw polarity [4]. The
elecllic fIeld in the I'icinity of large diamett'r cOllllUClnr,
tend, to ,upport longer streamer, than tht' t'1t'cllic fit'lcI
around small conductors corre,polKling to higher nohe
being produced from larger condu('tor~. Tlm I"" al'<1
mt'l1tioned in [I] and agree~ very well I1 ith Iht' I<"Ult,
presented in [121, [IJI.
Clim,Hi..: ,'onditions affect corona efft'cts dirft'll:'ntly
depending on the sy~tem voltage. HVDC corona A . i,
higllt'r under fair weather conditions, during 11t'1
wealher conditions I-l]. The ionization i, nllKh hight'r
l1:"suJting in sufficit'ntly high. pact' charge to ,upprl''S
the. urface gradient. [n physical Iwn, tht' incn:'~l,ecl
corona activity dUling foul weather suppre,~t's lIlt'
positive polarity plume, which ~1I1:" the primal)' 'Olll\'t' of
the AN [11].
3 EXPERI:\IENTAL PROCEDURE
DC audible noi~e meaSUI1:"mellt~ wt're carried out in
a sma] I indoor ,;orona cage using a single condu,'lor.
either ,olid or stranded. Three different condu<:lor
diameter> were ..:on, idered, The cage was 2m in length
wilh a diameter of 1.5m. The v;ltage source wa; a
500kY, two-stage Walton Cockroft DC generator, for
both polarities, Audible Iloise meaSUI1:"mt'1l1> I1 ell:' takt'1l
at a di,tallct' of 0,88111 from tht' conductor using a
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Rohci~ "" Sdl" arz ,ounci lewl m,~ter. The fl~quency
'pectra for Ih~ diff~renl conducte,r stllfac~ gradl<~nb
"~I\' al,o m~a,ulwl u,ing a BI1I<'I&Kjaer filter '<'I Type
~~ J;\ "hi,'h \\ a' artached to the noise kwl meter. The
,ound !ewlmeter' \\ere placed in;1 mea,uremellts cage,
;,dja(enl to the (L1rnna ,'age. and l>Llsitioned at lhe same
h,'iglu <I' lh~ conductor, being lested (Figul~ I).
InccptHlIl kwh and corona acti\'il~ "ere oh;.crved \\ ilh
the use 01 a CoroC..\:>iI I camera.
TIll' 'talic conductor ,urface gradielll' were
"<lkuhlk'd frum the' ,upplv vollage. ,'ondudor and the
.'age r;\dii. The re.ulh obtained t rom the cage "ere
clln\"'t,'d for height and length to L>t' able to compare
Ih~111 with the predi,'tions from the EPRl TL\V software.
Th" EPR!. CRIEPI and BPA prel'ictlons found in the
EPRI TLW ,oft ware ",'re used for mo,t of Ihe analy,i".
leveb. The ,'ondu"tor surface gradients ploned "g.ll/ht
the nobe k\·els.
The radial di,tance between the microphone and the
conduclor for the a,sumed contiguration and for the
cage configuration are quite differenl. To bling the 1\\11
configuration, to a comparable level. con~rtion far tor,
for heighl and conductor lenghth were applied to lh<'
rage re,ult,. The inlen,ity of noi,e changes \\ nh tlw
prox imity 10 the ;,ource producing il. \\1 ith tran;,mi"ion
line;,. the nOJ:-.e kvel ehange, by approximately .\dB for
every doubling of the di,tance from lhe line 1141.1151
Thi" il11phe, that the ,ounrl pl-e"ure level. P I~ inver,ely
proportional to \d. w hel~ d i, the r.ldia I di,tance
between the transmis,ion line and the microphone. The
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Whet~ I i, the length of lhe cage and I' " the radial
di,tanL'e between the condUClor and microphone. Ba:-.ed
lln the cagt' ronfiguralion. tht' kngth corr~clion farlllr
i,. tht'refore..O.7IdB. The cage and simulation, 1<"\11,,
were compared through ~ur\'t' fining.
where I' i, the di,tance to the noise meler from llw
conductor in the cage and R i" the radial distance to the
meter from the line conductor in lilt' ""umcd
contlguralion. Ba,ed on Figurt' 3. the height cOlwction
factor for the mea,ured kwb i,. thel~fore. -14.76dB.
To correclion faetOf' for lhe lenglh wa~ Gdculaled onth,-
ba,is ofi7l. a~ propo:-.ed in [21.
Tat'k- I: LII1<' J'"rallll'It"'" ,,,,'cl for Ih" EPRI TLW s"ft"a,..,
,illlul,llil.'n".
r
j'p" = 1() l(l~-
" ~ R
:====r:=:=n" = ======
Fl~. ~: 'dll'nltlfll dlilt l\1l11 :-.hn\\ Il~ th~ pn'itiun uf II~
llOI-..(' kyl'lll1l't\'1
A .,ingle .'onductor L'onfigurati0n in a typICal DC
Ir;IlNlIi"JIln lin~ \\ a, as,umed for the pllJllo,e of
,·ol11pari,on. Th~ opposite polanty pole \\a, placed
15()m ;1\\ n~ from lhe ~n"rgized pok to minllnize lhe
fi~ld Inlerac'tion bet"e~n the two pok,. The a"umed
p.lf~l/neler, of llw hn~ anci llle cOJJfl~uratll)n for
,'v;lIualiun Ill' Ih~ ,'oITC~lion fa.'wr' ar~ ,ho\~n in Table I
.IIHI Figure " Thi, configur;llion wa, us~d lhroughout
11le' ,illlulaliun,. \\hidl \\crc I1IIJ for chffc-rent \'Llllage
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Fit! ~: LIIll.' cl111fif,'urailoll lI ....l~d fl)1 c\ .dUillHHl llf
(llnt'...·tH)!l 1',11.. lll''''
-l IU:Sl"LTS .\:\D l)IS('l:SSIO~
Vi,u,d corona oh,el"'atiolh ,Ising tht' CoroCA:-'I(1 \1
canwra, ,'()nfinnt'd lht' lundamental difference~ between
1>o'ltiw and ne~ati\'e corona, Inception occurred at a
lo\\'el \'oltage under negative polality. Under positive
polarit), the corona was eharat'terbed by burst pube~
;1I1d olbel ,lreamn,. \\ hereas under negati\'e polarily. il
\\';" trichel pube, and glo\\' corc'lla (Fig' 4(al and 4(b)),
Fit! -. \ l"'u:1I ull'tu).l .n 2~{)kV lur.\ J.5cm') l.:lIndUclor
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The re,ults of the noise kwl measun?m<:l1ts al\' sho\\ n
in Figures (5) to 0). The larger conductors produced
more noise for the sallle conductor sllli'ace gr;ldient
(Figun:> 5). ThiS is similar to earlier reported finding,
[121, [13] and 11). The noise le\'els under po,itiw
polJrit)' al\~ about 15dB higher compal1:'d ro negall\ e
polarity for the same conductor stlli'ace gradient (Figure
6), Thi, i' in line with the ob~eJ':ed natlll~ of po,\tl\e
corona, and ag~e, with the re,ulb of ,nldie, ,'aITi"d out
b} EPRI [,n This b the rea,on why negati\'e I'Ohlllt~
AN " ignol~r1 in the analySIS of transmission line 1Il>1"'.
The effect of conductor ,urface condition on AN I'
shown in Figure 0), For the ,":; cm diameter conductor.
the noi,e generared by the stranded conductor was ,thotll
I0-30dB ~igher rhan'thar of rhe solid conductor. Thl' i,
due to incI~a",d corona from additlOn;J1 'ite' of
il1tt'lbifled electric tield site, on the conductor ,urtace.
The im:eption gradienls are I kV /cm and 321,V/nn for
the 'tranded and solid conductor~ 1~'I)t'l'ti\·ely. Silllil.,r
chara"teri~tics were observed lInckr nq~ative I'OI;lrit~.
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C0Jl1pari\(11l 1)1' Ih~ <701'011 a "ag~ rt'sull~ alld tht'
prt'dicti"ll'i from tht' EPR] TLW softw;1rt' show that for
lilt' po,itj\t' polarity, tile eagt' l1"sults were ill good
,1~I\'eJl1ellt \I ilh the EPRl prerlicriolb. The negative
p~lant~ nOI't' It'wl~ Wt'I'>:' also in good agrt't'Jl1t'nt \\ith
lilt' EPRl predlL'tiolb though ~lightJy lo\\t'r (Figures 8
,11](1 l) L Furthermore, lht' trt'nd, of both the C;1gt' mId
prc'di'lion' arc' quit,' ,imibr. ," indicated by the curw
fitting paraJl1l'tt'r, (Figul1:' 1(J),
~o ,It J'
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Fig I~: 'l,.'.~~l1i\ e r~llarjl~ A:" frl,,'ljul:nl y "ii'..'l,:lrulll ftlr 2.:--'
'.:111 dlallll'h.'r .,;,tr.lrhlcd l,.'Ondth.:hlr.
Tht' pu,ili\'t' polarily fno:qucllcy 'Ixl'trulll i, fairly
,'011'1<1111 111 tht' rallgt' 01 O.5kH l to ~kHz, Thi, i, agrt'e'
\\ jlh the 1\"UIt, obtaint'd irQIll the D,dlt', DC tt"l lin~
171 lfndl'I' nt'~aliw Jll1larity the nois~ kwl i, IllOI\'
frt'qul'llcy dq)l'llckllI. Tht' 'lX'ctIUI1l I' ab!) 11l000e
al It'dt'd l'y tht' hilckgroulld noi,~ k\'e I for frt'quenC'ie,
lX'I"\\ () .5 kHl (FiguJ);" 11 alld 121.
:; ('O\C1XSIO\
In thiS papl'l' Ihe l'Ile~l, of \'anous factors on
cOIHIU,'lnr AN h;il'e bt't'n dt'l1lomlralt'd, It has bt'en
,h,.,\\n Ihal ,'orona At' i, dept'l~dt'llt on cOllductor
,uli',Kt' gladit'nt. For both pO!<lIitie, the Iloi~ !eL't'h are
hi~ht'1' fmlll 1;lrgt'r 'Irallded condu~lOr" HO\\t'\'er, tht'
nOI't' kwl, art' hight'r for po,iri\'e Jlolarity, The good
,1~lt't'Il1t'Jll bt't\\t't'n tht' EPRI prt'dictioll' alld the corolla
l';lge result, tt'nd to ,ugge,t that thl' predictions C;Ul be
applit'd in hnt' lk,ign under loll' altillldt' conditioll',
Th", 110\\"\\'1". nl'l'C" 10 be \'l'rifi:d by further "0,1
Ill' ludmg le't hlw 1lll'i1,UIl:I1lt'Ill"
,\ ('1\.\( )\\'I_EI)(; \1 E\T
Fillanci,d ,UppOll frolll ESKOlvl. THRIP ;Uld Iht'
l.'lli\'('r,ily of !-:waZulu-:'!ataJ i, highly appre"j'lted,
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Appendix B-2
A C0l11parative ,tudy of space charge effects on corona
current using an indoor corona cage and a nlonopolar test
line
,·"r"Il<1Ca:;L' II Ilh and Illth'lul ,llumilllum loil L'''IL'r. and Oil a Jl1l11lopolar tL',1 linL' II ilh " high '11I:.:d lan 10 ,illllll;Il,' and a'"',,
L·lInL'III.
I. 1\'1 HClIll ( TICl\
Ilk' "IL' 1';111 11,'ld di 'I 1'1 hIli iOll I \ I. HOII L'I·.:r. L',"'OIl" ulld.:r d.t' Ji.:ld, rL',ult, ill "erumulal iOIl "I p",ilil'L' alld Ill' :;alilt' lOll' III Iht'
liUllil\ III Ilk' LlllldIlL'!<'r d':pL'lhhll:; nil IhL' polaril>. Ihu, a p",iliIL' e'"1duel"rlll c"nlll~ arh a, a ,ourt\~ of p",ilil" illlh ;lIld I iL','
H\TRC I'l'p,'I1L'd Illlhl 'hll\\L'd Ihal a HVJ)C hill' illllll'Illlaeall iIKI'.:a,\' IhL' 'paCl' dlar.!,'L' dL'Il\II~. dll\\llllilld aud Ih;'llhL' 'Illall
I' rl'lllll\('d In,m thL' Ilcillll> III IhL' cIludUllnr "r e"rolla "lure.:, lhrllugh drirlJug aud r.:eomhinallllll 171. A \imilar oh,crlallllu
IiL'ld ISI. H, >I'.L'I ,'r, ;11 IIlUdl IlIghL'r 10 tagl", IhL' l'krlrie Ikid hC\'OIllL" ,Irougcr 10 ,ueh au L'\IL'1l1 Ihat thL' 'pacL' L'hargL' j, ull,lhk
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11. rE~ r 1"onl"I~Sr \"11 1'1{()("J:Ill"lU,
1111" a ,h',r! Illdn,'r 1",1 lilll', A )()()h\ ,Ill" slagl' \\'alhllll"ochroll H\'ll(" gl'llcralnr I\hml' OlllJHll i, COlllll'l"IL'd III ,I 12(IIJi\Hl
,<\lIh'Hlgh dilkrl'1l1 ,lrdlH,bt alld solid allllllillllllll l""1duclor,s nl dilkrclll dialllCIL'I"s wcrc lcsled, ollly Ihl' rcsulls 01 IhL' .\.~I'1l1





Thl' u'r,lIl.1 L,I~L' 11", bkr CIIIlICrted IIlIII:t IL'sl lillc hy rl'lllll\ing Ihc cylilldric'al 1l1L'\h aroulld (hc fnlldUL'(Or. Thl' L'IIL'l'liIL'
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,IIU,'lllI,' 1\.1' pl"",'d Oil \\ llod~1I hllld,~ 'll i\tllal~ il rlOIll Ih~ l11elalli,' plalL' llll Ih,' nOOl, Th~ Ihid"II"" ,d Ihe ,'llP1WI pl"t,' \\.1'
~ 1"111, II- kll~lh alld \\ Idth \1,'1\' ':::(I:il"111 and :"lll"1ll 1\~S]X:l"t1\ l'1~, I1 Ila~ ,'ollnl'L:Il'd III gwund Ihlllugh a ,'/1lln Illl'a~urillg 1,"I,t,,1'
in ~,'II"\ 1\ ilh Ih,' Hll"~ 1l'7 digil~i1 IlIic:ro-aI1l111l'1l'r. Th~ ,dll'Ill~ltil' di~lglalll or the' 1~~1 lillL' i\ ~hl'\1 11 ill hg, .:::, ('lln,'111
nll';I~llJ,'I1l,'llh \\,'1',' lhull' \Iilh Ihl' L:lllHllll'lllI' at a hl'i~hl ot Illl'l1l and <I ..'clll Wilh 1'l'~IX:l'l tll Ihl' C:llpp,'r plall' Igrtllllld 1, Till'
l'llndll"I"1 ,url;I",' gl;ldi,'nl \\.1' ,'aklllatnl thing 12l. II call bl' 1l01l'J Ihallol' Ihl' hl'ighl III ,7,:iL:I1l, Ih,' 1l'II1l':::H ,'qu:lh Ih,' ladill'
III Ih,' ,"'J'(lIW ,a~,' R = 7)"ln, ,-\' :I I,'\ull II1 and (21 \1,'1\' l'qui\aknl I'llI' Ihi~ particulal l'onligllJalil'lI and Illr tIlL- h,'i~ht III
7(1,'111, Ih,' .Ill g.l]h III 11ll' l'dg,' alld Ih,' llll' 11,'r~ alll1<I,llh,' ,alll~, Th,' r,'\Ulh ohlain"d 1'1'0111 1111: 1l'~1 lill" 1\,'1\' "llIllP~II\'d \1 ilh
lh"'" "1 Ih,' ,'ag", I\k;NII'~III,'n" allh,' h,'iglll III 37,:"'111 \I,,'IV lepl'al,'d 11 ilh a high P"\Wl'l' lall dil,','Il'd allh~ l'''lldul'llll ill "IlkI'




\'i'llal llh"'1'1 atil Ill' thing Ih,' CnJ'<,CA, 1 I \hnwl'd thal Ih>: I'nJ'<llIa di"'hargl" \1'l'I\' k,~ inll'n\l' 11 h,'n Ihl' l'agl' 11:1' ,'m "I\'d 11 ilh
1"11. IllI 1'"lh IH.' p'llill'iti,'~ and hll' ,,:,,c. phnlo\ I\ill he' pJ'l'~,'nll'd ill Ihl' I'roptl'l'd pap"r. UlIlkr hnlh pO"liVc' alld n,'galil"
p, d.lril i,", Ih,' Ill,'a'lll\'d ,"l/'I'II:1 ,'UIT,'nt 1\ a~ It 11\ ,'I' In 11lL' 1':I~l' \I hl'1I Ihl' l"agl' \1 a\ 1'11\ >:rl'd \I ilh Illil (l-ig, 1, I aI alld Ih 11, II i' "I he'
1I"ll'd Ihal lh,' "h\,'1 \ "d III Ikl"'lll'l' Ila' lI>:gligihk ,11 lil'id, high,'r Ihall .':'k\'kill, Thi\ ,,','Im 10 1'1.: In agrl','llll'nI \I Ilh Ih,'
"b~,'J'\ ;Ilillli IlIdl,k in ILJlthal Ill,' ,'I k,'1 1\1 ~P~I"L' I'h;lrgl' i, 1l,'gligibiL' al Ih>: hi~h~r liL'ld kl,'I~, In thL' l';t'~ Ill' AC. Ih,' t)lL'~I'lIl\'.I
,llrr,'1l1 \I", pra"li,'alll'lh" ,am,' \I'ilh ,lIld \lllhollllhl' Illil (Fi~, ,; (I'll. Thi, L'lllllirlll' oh~c'l'\alinll\ in>:arJier ~llIdll" ahollllh,'
"b'''IIl\' "I '1\1",' ,'Iwrg" ~Ikc:l, lltld~r j C \ ollag>:, dll'~ to IIll' (,;IIlI'l'lIatioll>:lkL'I 01 IIll' poJarJl~ J'>:\l'r,ab,
Inllle' ,'a,,' III Ih,' Ic"1 lill" ml'a'lIr>:Illt.'llh,lhl' l"urrl'llt \I'<I~ "'" \lh>:lllhc lall 11<" hh)\\illg Ihl' air a\la:- trlll1llh>: l"t'llllllL'I"r. Ihg,
:i', A L"'l1lp"r1'(I11 "J Ih,' ,'age' alld iL'~1 lill>: ,'lllT'~llIllll'~I\Ur>:lll>:nl' Ihg, -11 \hll\l' Ihal 111ll'lllhl' L'lllldul'tor h,'i~hll' ,t1m",IIIll'
"UllL'.I' th,' ,'''r''lIa ,'age' gap, th,' ,'lllT"1l1 \\<1' \Iightil higll>:r 1nl' Ih,' lill", IlIllle' GN' \lhL'lIlh,' ,'olldUL:lnr lle'iglll \1,1 1"\1''1'.10
pl,'du,'" lh,' ,,,me !o"'"m,'lric li,'ld '" illlhe ,'ag", Ih>: m>:a,ur,'t1 ,'UIT~lll 11 ~I~ hlglwr I"l' th~ lill,',
Th,' '1Ih"I\ alilllh mad,' illth,' 1ll,'a'ill\'IlJ"IlI~ "','Ill III 'ilgg>:'1 a Illlmh,'r Ilrpll\\ihililiL', with r,'gard luth"l'lk"1 oj ,pa,',' dlalg"
III Ih,' ,"r"lIa "~Ig" allll tll,' Il''i lill", 111 Ih,' ,'a~>: oj Ih>: k'l lillc', Ih>: 111\1,'1' l"UIT~1l1 ,,<Iuld Ix: dul' Ih>: lal'l that 11ll'1>: aI',' 1,'11,'1
ch"rg" ,'aITi,'r' .lu,' III lh,' hloll ill~ a\1 <IV ,d Ih>: all' Imlll till' I il'lllil~ ,11 till' l"llIldu"IOr. 111 Ihl' ca,,' 01 Ih,' Gig>:, thc' J'l'dll(c'd ,'llIT,'1l1
"lIlld "llh,'r h" du,' 10 r,'duc,~t1 c'hargl' (;UTler, ill Ih>: gap Ill' ,uppr""l'd li~ld h~ th>: ,palx c:harge, Tht.' \,'>:olld lltl"ihlltl~ impll'"
thal Ih~ gap ,'lIJT,'1I1 j, li,'ld ,kp"lld"1l1. H,)\\,'\c'l. Ih,' oh,,'rh'd L'ag,' allJ IL'" lill" IlI,'a,llr,'Ill,'llh 1>:lId 10 'ug~,"1 ,'tll,'r\li,,', 1'01'
,'''llllp''', In Ih,' ,'''\,' 11 11"11 Ihl' ~"'lllldri(' fi,'ld i, lill' ~alll,' 1nl' Ill,' ,'ag~ alld lht.' le,t lill>:, Ih~ CllrJ\'llI Ila' higll,'r 101' Ih,' lill",
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l'\al11l'k' ,t'\ l'rill~ lhl' l a~l' \I ith all ilhlllalill~ loil a' \\1.'11 a, ,,1"1.'1'\ ill~ Ihl' lillll' dlar,lCleri,lio ur thl' gap ClIrrellt huill! lip,
I\". ('()\Cl.l ~I()\
lilll', II ha' 1>.."'11 'hollll IliaI lhl' hlCl\ling "llhl' \Iilld Clll a Il',1 hill' ,'ulldllL'lClralld lhl' a"I,lt'd draillill~ al\<I\ ClI 'Ii"rg" ""'Ti,'r'
fool I';"nl ..,I..·----~~'~rn---- 401..__.,-,0-,""1
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Fi~, '. Sl',ICl' ,h"rg" ,'IlL',1 011 l'agl' ,UIT,'1l1111,'a'iUrl'llll'IlI', f,ll PO'llill' pul<lnl~,lhl l'gali\L' polarity,lc) .-\C
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Iran',I,'li<lI1' Oil He,'lril',tIIINllallt1ll. V"I. 1:1-17 Nil. 2.. \pnl I'I,'C. pp. 12:'i-1.10,
1'" 2. ) '1'111. pp h'l)-707.
I: I (i. (;,'Ia. .I. I. l.ahll\"1 alld l.. ~:. l:allalll'lla. "Cllrllna phellllll1l'lIa on HVIlC Irall\l1li\,ioll lill,". "HVI lC Trall\l11l"IIlIl Lill"
R,'kr,'n,·,' H<lllh. I:PRI TR-IO~7(>-t. Scpicllll'lt:r 11)11\
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EYAU':\TIO:'\ OF PRE])Il'TIO\ ~IETHODSFOR HYDC CORO:,\:\
CL\ER.-'\ TEI) ;\ UDII3LE \()]SE l'SINC A\ I;\]}OOR <':ORO~A
C\CE
••!: ,It'''l Rt':':"'W'1 !'j .ut..i S.rr(11(.'~.'" C·:111.m,' 111:':. R.!'u:;"d, .u'I(l I)~~ 't{!..lPI"~:"lJ. L:
Hit'!'Y wt'/ttisr.(I'l R,'ad, R~.15hen;({:!.
~\'l/r/. A P-I:-.1
\t!·tnHL rh:.' p..tp:'1 prt.~~·nt3 -1 ~tuJ! vll H\1)( ..:'\.Ir·ln~l d.uJibll;' rPLie pi'lf(
\ml~~ "-'ith.1n in,jv.Jr ... fOnd. '.lg~ J.l
II~ J.llllU..k un";.:r fa-u lA'·:.uh,"" ... ·lnJiuDo;. Aluminiunl v1oJU..:t·JI"S Wl;'rt' l("'S
h.~ uo.i'r J)liitl ... (' DC, £\:,g,.lti1.": DC
,_nJ Al , ,ndill,,''l' R~iuh; {.~lJ.lneJ w.,o: ""al".,J anJ cnmpa",J with thc EP
R!. BPA anJ CRIEPI prNlel,,'n,
d-,uln..--J (r·l!U Ill::- I";.PRC·TL\V 5ot~ "rv.'J.rr A g'-....1lI d.~r'"'t:'n\:·lll ~:1\lt··:'l::'1I tht.' l'!C
I.N ('a~\:' l'?mlu J.o;J th\.' preJkli'1n
Rl·~·lh...j 0.1:: ·_·.lJ."ii~h•.:'J
I.\'TR( )[)I.'CTlu;-':
L.rd,'r ··lu,L'·· 11,,\,' ,11')'.' 11 (h ..{ ,'llrOIl" 11(','UIT"I1,'': I'
r..~ ...: ....t~ :.' th ..: ...·llnJu..:t.~r ··ur: ..: ..... gfildi~.. lll' 11. 2:.
.., hl,'h In Iurn_ lkr,'I111 I,n ··\·'l:m \ f.' Il,ljo:': "nd
..'; l.l:lll ..:Il,r ~"""I!n\.."1 r~. 'j q~~ I d' lb~ \.... r:,... '\...(.. nf .....O,...lna.
·-I.I.;h c.' ,f_udihk 11111'<'. r.. ,IllI im.:n ''''':1.' .,nu 1"-'''<'1'
I.! .....·....... ..If..:' ~n.p: Iflanl Ia...::.)r". tn ,:ol1"H.h:r L11
'./ ,,1>l1li" .• ln \;.l.: J:'l ~I~'_ ;-.:,)'., ',lllh '\<'11 l1l11;h
h't-h,'1 11-"a-rni"I"1l \ "IC"t'" h'1I1" ,·III1,id..'r,'d rnr
bu.k 1"'''\:1' .kl;\ ;-1':, ,\:1' l(on~ (1.«,111..'<". it i,
11~11 :1',.:,\: :h,tl ,·lIr,'Il.. .'ft·,- ..l·, 11, '.1 I" I.,' ~I\.:n 111' r...
.\I:,'nll"l1. I1 !" Ilf" l'r._,::i:"II\- p' ,"t!',k If' ,j"."i~n a
·.I ... I>nli ..... ~lln :i:l,' '. IIP ..'r:lh." \, ith Ill! ;,.'\If!,na
.<-:ILr~,·,_ fj",.\:\:r. -111 ..·rt"n :In I,: Ill.."k I;>
.1::!1i 1~"'Jx' 11'1 ..... ·T....:r ..llll~~ .:,lIHju;,,'tl)r "'urfa.: ...' ~r ..llh","'n{ ...
I-~ :
!:\',:nkl :'!1\ inJlHll::1:,d 1,1.·t,_'r' ~u.·h a, ambl"!lC
·A ........ :h;,... r .:.':-:;:i~i.,,) .....:... tI1 ..1 "', ~lff<.·....'l .:'.Ir;111;.: lll .........h ..u·g~
... h,IL..:t~"rl ... II..> 111 (h,,: [d hl·.\ in;:: \\ :l:'~'
I::nl':r.·:ur:_ r'k'··'ur,' nd rdali\<' hUl11ldit) 1)[
lh ...~ ,:.nlb: ...~:'!·. HiI' ,tr~L ..:t ... lI'k~ IIH11 .. ~:tilln 1"1"Ih..·{. ... " ....
l'r,',;q'll,iI I·'n .1.'1" "I~ 'J I>n Ill.: ,'''Jlldu :Inl'
·-ur!.,.." ,'I,II'rI, Ih:" ',UI,' fi~11 ill th' \ i,:-nit\
.:: ',h:' ,-.:);t!I.I.:I:·r 11 :'
..\irh,'n~" 'lIlhl,lI~'-,'- 'u,'h ~- lk.td lIl ....' .. I'. JU'1 ..n"
1:.1: I",lrll,-I:- ,Iu ..k "11 IlK ,un""" "~I lb,' ,'Ullllu ..tllr'.
I'..· ... u It Il~ ,.11 lll ..·I:-'~ll'~ In Ih....~ ...~nt1duc(nr 'lIrf~h."'c
t-r.",:;·I~" I.~ _..\1·-.' ...!lill"'" h", I"r".J,1un:.:,1 Cl e>:l'
'oJ~ :h: ~,'n'_:r.t1I1'!l "r '-,'1"111,. P .. CII'd it i, r"r Ihi,
1'''_,,'.. ,: '_h.,: :.. 't, h•.\: I" I,: .-.rn,'d "1I1 .11 [)I ,ch hi~h
c,::,' I, ,..' ,dl::11 :,k :;0 ,k::nll:ll: rh,' I'd, led ,'It ..'::'-_
(','r"n._ .Iut;ihl: 11,"'<.' , ..\;-':, h•• , I ','"Ill<.' .l1ll11pnrl,lIH
1.'.. 1,,1' II~ Ih: C,:':"11 "t hlt!h \11II.le' Ill\" I
·.I .. Il .. nli·· ... ;,III ~I:l("" E~.r\4'··lIr~ III htgll Il,)l~'";;;~ f·.}h~b nl
•1.::- '.'r! ."n h: \ ..T, .. nIH') itlt! and ,',In ..'\':11 h.u·m
:h: hlll~:.tl~ h:.:nl1~ '\ -:"m In ;.h: "t ['I''' nn:;e-'
:\,p.,··ur:, ':'h: 1'. .... 1"1' Ih,ll dl·.lltl~u"h," hi;;11 \nIIJt!"
,_ :1': ..: ..urr".:: III\-I)('} ;"1"'11.\ ~"Ih·r.l ..'d A;-': 11'0111
:h: ,l.nh.:I~·_ n.~.'~'_ I' il' hro",'h,11d IlJwr.: "ilh
·-I~~I:::,.1l1 hl~11 : rc ':11-: 1\.. \ .'"nle'nl lh"t : •• 11 <'\{l'IHI
h·, ..... ,1. ~ .. "" . '" .",,, r ~ .
Li/llkr -tlt'rll<lt-ng .. Ul'rel11 11\0 ,'l'ndilll'n'_
cHnduc ,n "un,I,-" gr.lu tents a1'..' mO'll) 1..-1"" the
c'''f"na Oll-'<'t gr.ldlt·m during dry .',,'nd,11011' .mo.
th 'rdnr '. AN 1..'\'<'1, Ix-{'om~ a pr"hkm nnly durtllg
[nul '.'<'alh..'r lS:. 1 : mm,. Ih..• lk,ign ,h.llkn:;'
(<II' H\"DC Iral.<mi,~wn IlIk" I' {hal A;-': I' Itl~h,"l
unckr dry/rail' \\<';lth<,r condition' [61 \\ hi.~h 1'1'..'\ "i
III 't O[ Ihe lim..". It" ;1, ,·""t'lli"h '<I h,ll the l1ullllx-r
nr au'l)l,rne I',Hlld" ,(lick '_'11 lh~ 'nl1dll:lor -llrla,','
I' hl&lt<'r In 'umllld and in,r,',\.,,-,' {he i,m " ..'.lIher
cnn'IU .l,'ci\ il) [.1: .
;-':<'gmive I" d.: noi"... <'\.<'1< all: nor Illal ,,- 1..)\\.:1' Ihan
Ih<, [',,,i,i\ .., pnl<, n",,' kv.: " [I. f1. 71 nd aJ" <>!t'll
't:tJ!,r,'d In he ,lll.lIY'I' nr .llJdil1k III "'':
1l.:a'lIr'm.:nt,_
W"rk publl,h 'J nn A:" ,Illdi," J.1l11 Ih,,' "r'di ..tIHIl
Ilk' th.. 'u,'d .lI'<' ha ..:d l)tl 11\: a'l1l\'lllenl , d"I1': in
r':tl')Jl' nth<'r thJ.n Snuth'l11 A iri,'a_ A ,·"mp,lr, 11\','
.111<11)'1' "I' ",me oi lh<, pr.:dic'll In rn.:lhl~c1' I-
pr<' 'nt,'d 111 [7:. Ba..:d nn Ilk' rJ:,nr, di'cu'...:d
cl""\.:. ch,' "I'l'l i,'abtl il) of ch.: "11 rr '1111> .ldol'I'd
I'r·dl.:tinn me,h".d, I,) th' In:JI ,k'lgn, Ik\,'d, cn I.:
.l':'rt.lin:d. Th-: re'ult, "1'..' 'J1l~d in ,hi' pap,,'r .11','
p,U'1 1)1' In.: -lUll) 1Il1ll<lk'll '"r tlut purl"" ...•. Th<' m,tin
nhJ,'.:li\c IIfth.: 'lutly "',I' 10:
M"',l'ur... th.: audibk 111),'<.' g~n ...r."<' j
hY' cnndllclor cor In" lInd<2r 1lx' DC.
("-,m['.lr<2 th: n1<'il,lIr,'d n"I'<.' I '\d'
'.,ith Ihe"r.:dlclit,n' m;lI.k h) h.: EPRI
'n~\\'·'nf \\"I~.
A,,,,',, Ilk' ull.!l'''ll) or Ihe [PRI
,ott'., Jr<' pr'dl;{ion 1l\.'thO<.f. 111 th..-
,k'lgn "r U'Jlhllll"i"n lill':-' ror lo",d
atnw'l'h,'n: L'nnOilinll'.
nsr EQUiPMENT AND PRr)CEDl:RE
A;-': 1ll.:.l'lIl...·I1l.:n " ',\er,' ,'arn~d nllt Jt th..' H\'De
Lth.. rat 'I') nr Ih,' 'Illl\<'r,il\ flt K'" allllcl-Natal. Th<'
IJh"r' IM> I' 'lW t'd In a'I".., Jllitlld' ,1);IqJI JI\'".
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Appendix B
.. \ -1::".1 in:!""r c'lIr"n,1 c,lg~' ,.~.:\< Ll'<.:d ,1Ild <>nly
-1I::o.!-'. ,,·.id ,m" -tr,lI1,ktl c"ndudor, (If d';lm,;!"r
.: .~,'Ill"~ ,'I': :,>(,',1 Th: d<.'l i ~'d lI~'''tgn <)r th.: <.'"rnna
;"~: I- ,h,"" n ;11 Fi~ur~ I, Th~' DC pn~~ ~r ,,;).,
"hU:I1:; :ril':, l"~ 1>·-l.I:":<' \\·all;JIl·(" -krolt
~:.I:r,dllr ..~III1'<· ;ir.:uII lIt.lg'·,';ll i' ~h"'.~1l III FtgUl'<.'
2. ':11: ~~'lh.'r,.:. 'I' I- .:~q'~I'I' <1! <upl'r~ ing -)onk\'
,.,.:,' ·~4{ 11. \. ',~ ilh ,: r.ll<.' .. 0.1 intll u, .: lIfr" 111 01
'7.:;:11 .. \, B"I h p.. ,ili,·<.' .lIlt! n 'g,ati,.: Iv,l.trtl'<" ..~ 'r,'
;1I:1-j.l:r,'..1 Il1lh, ':-'-. A digil.ilmi.:r.)-.111111 'L.:r \~;I.,
.:11.11].,'.:1;,: I':: ..~ ::n ctl<' t1.,•. tlllg .llidLl!' ,~';LiL111 uf Ih~'
.... ~,' .. 11.1 ~rlllll1:1 :lIr"lI~h ~ 5htlQ r,-,-i-Illr.l< ,huWI1
111 r,~ur; I.
..\ :>ru:·.,\K.I' "1' "'tlllt! k'd m: ..:r 1\'1': 221, \~ith.1
I-:.l ..h .:.'.::',':1 ..... 1' mi.:r.:pll'lll': ..~ J. 1';"It1<,n~d
c,<,tUrally In IIr: {'ag' al rh·: ,al11': ;\d it' Lh:
":'}Illuc or ill J '1'<''':I,llly de "l!I1.:d 1l"'J.<lIr'!1k'llt-
~'ag;.'. Fx all the III 'a<urt'IlK:l1l'. Ill.: radi:lt tll-un_"
I\...'L\\'-'''11 (h" ('ondll'ror ami rh...' 1111," ....,1'1111 11 ...' \\,\'
o..~~I11. Tht' 111 '1,,1' i, ..:apal'I' of nh.'.I-urlllg n. ,;,,;
,\'<'1, Il'nlll 19dB 1" 1.14d B, Su PI'l)' 'olt"g' \~ .1'
"'U'l~'d Ul <~:I" of IOkV all I or """I').lppll<',1
..-"Itag<'. Ih..: st<.\[I,:' (:ont.lll':Dr 'uJ'i~,:',-, t-r.1dl,;nt '.~."
,:al':lIlat",1 fmm " uatioll III and 11" "\-"~'-'lglll,-'d
nn;-,,-' r",·,'rd<'d. T<'mp"ratur". I'J'<' sur:. hUI111dit\ ,1I1ti
111.,:' 1'1; 'kgf<Hlnd Ihl;~' k"<'1 \~ 'I'" J"':-flnkll ."1' ',.:t.\
'>C _,nn :> lh~' m:.l'llrfn..'lH', Th,: r,,'L1IL- "\:'1':
armng<'d to tk.'!ll ••nslra <' Ih' df~,'l" s~ ,( '111 p., MC,
"nil surf".:'" .:nndillnn< .
\/
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Tabk I: Lin~ l'\1rlm~l£n ll"',j I{-,r lh~ EPR[ TLW \·,fIW'lf('
,inllliJu os
A:" n'k?J'll.r':I11':Ill~ \\~'r,' J.I~I) r'I;.:at(·l! 1I11,kr ..\C I ..
e'tJl'li,h Ih.: t1lfl.:lt'n.:<." I'<:t\\..-.:n AC :mu DC
(·l)ron.1 A;\;.
~1'i.'ClnIlU 1l1i.',\SUr~'IUi'n s ".:r,' {Inn.: Ivr arl'llranly
c'hos.,'11 ,ondul'wr 'urfa," g:radl.:m~ for l'nth l)i)'ttl\' '
<lnd n 'g;;ti\'c 1'"lariti.:', Th.: filt.:r ha~. ,X'ntr.:













Di-t. ...... I:" '~'n Ih.:
Itn~' ,lncl mLcrn hon-:
#"f ,'(,ncllk·tor<
Di,1I1l<'I'r
Ii,:,thr "f lh~' ('''n<ill:(or
TII: r..,·i,,1 .1:-: .. 11..': h::'.,_·" Ilk' :ni:rllphl1!'k: , hi rh,'
.:iI:l.lu,·IlI!· 1.'1' Ih; .Y·lIl1h:d ,·"I1;I£:Ur.lli.'!1 .tIl,l ilr (h.:
...... ~~....·.:I~:I~li(.di:lil ,th.' ~lI:k" dlt;~"r,,-"nL T:) I"-ri 1l:! ch\.'
•.'., 11 ,iln:: :o!ur,lIl.·::' III ,I :,.,.np"r,,1'~' L'\ d. h·:
.:"rr:.:II.':! '1.1:'.,,1", "':1': •.pr,,,:.1 I" th,' .·,It:' r:'tlll~.
TII: i::::.l-il\ IIf ll.,j,: .:h"l1 t :' '.' nil llk' pr::~.lI:l1l:\ III
·.h: ·.,ur,·.· l~r.,.lu:i::= 11. \\'dl Ir.I:1-111--I"!1 in:'. rh.:
.1.';',: 1.'\:1,'11.1.1"::' h\ "I"I'rll~.. !l1 •. \,,:- .ll!:! tnl ;:\ 'I:'
•. ·I,hl:I1·" Ill' 111.' ~'I'I,l,I1:: fr.ll1l lh·: lit.: [4. ~ . Thi~
11:11'. i:- ':h,1I 'h: "'UI1 I pr,--ur: k .. : I. P I' im,'r'<.'I:-
1""·f'··I'II.·;:,I, lit ".:1 "'il.'r,' , i'· th: r.ldlJ IL.,tal1:,'
(I::'., ~':I: Ih: :r,.I1'l11i'·""11 111-: .till! th; l11in"ptwll':.
TII: ,,>1'1'.:.:11,'.: :,>,';.'1' ;"1' Ih: h,<thl .:fr"l I'a'.
:h.:r,-'t,:r~·.. dy~,it:...~d Ir.'nl ......lI1l,,~;i:11121.
T1I,' \:1':\ I ':'L \\. "ltl'., .U\' ", ," tI'd n .lllo.l:- v.: rh'
1·:--tlll- ,oIY.. ,II:,'d fr,',l1 :h;: ':,'fnn:1 ,'a~~'
.L,',.'U r,' .11o.'nl' ...\ '!t1~~: :1,ndll.:I:»" .:nnll~llfallnn Ul
"I\r'I.:,'. IH·,r•.t1,ml--i"t1 "n: ',',1' ,1-'tlt1k'd tof th~'
pu;"!"",: ,': ,,·I!ll'.. ri,. "1. Th: .,--u:E,'d p"roll11 'I':f' "f
',IL I.n: .. 1l~1 Ill: :lIn:l~Uf.llldl IlIr ':\,11l.,liI.1t1 IIf th.:
,'''1'1':,'1,.,:: :.,:",'1" .Ir,' ·'htJ'.,r. in T"I'>I: 1 .Iml Fltur.:
,~. ~'hl- ,:,":;I~tlf"li".l ", J' u-:d Ihr, u~h,)ut th·:
·,IIt1U ...Ut.,:: ". T';.: "pp,,·.i,.: p:d.lI'1t\ f'"", '.' ,:> pl~,"d
I ~:I.l: """'" fr.'.l1 :11--' ..'n;r:o!l/.;d p".~' tl> 111111111l1l<.' rh.:
11.'.; 11:1:1':,,".:. ,n 1'.::,.,.:,'11 :'h·: I"", 1"',,:-. '>illllll.ltlnn,
'.1 :r-' rUI1 1"'1' ,ltft.:r:1H \ "["'t'': 'v,:, all.l (h..-
.,·".ldu.:I, ,r ··url.':: ~1·,I.I:.·!1:- pl'I,I:d "ta: n't rh.: I1'H '<..
I:'••-J-.. 1).11\ :11~' I~PKI. BPA ":ld CRILPI r11\·tll ....I~




\\'11:1',' I' i' rh~' ll-I,I.I1.·: ~,,:h: I1ni,;: 111.:1:1' ,r.lln (h,'
:".du,·t"r 11: Ill.' :,1;"': ..:1l1 R i' 11.: r;, I!.l di,l.lIl...., In
'.11: 1! ..'I~·r fr.·.l1 :h: L:l: :"I1t1l1:I,lr III lh" J··'um.:d
,,".11!~l.Ir..\I,'Il. Til~' h';'i",111 ""IT,'.:l[1I1l L,,'lllr for Ih.:. .
.1.: ..··u r,'I' .:\:.' i·· :h:r:f,'r,'. ·14.!hJB. TII .. "1'1' ,,·t
:11: .... ~: ":'1.11" I.. ,1:1 111,-'11[1.:\\ Inllg IIlk' rh~'
,'II!T:,II,';: 1,.:1.11' ,.' in 11: '.'it' ,11}<.'I'l;:d :11l'.! i' ':hm,
11:1''' ,.' : '-I u..:;, '11 '.~ I.
I .m
IOm
Fig. J: Lin~ ('lnfigur.ul,m USi'd tbr t'\-aJ.uJIl\Jn of \.\)n·~~ll In
fa.~h) r'S.
3. RESlIL1'5 AND DISCl;S II)N
In "r.l:r I. .•bl,ll.lll1,' :r~"lu':Il,'\ 'f '::r,1 "f lh: A~. a
l\ru':'~'''.I ..:r ".:1 ..\: fi!::r ~':l l\f'-' J 1.1 .([,1:11..:1.1 III
:h: ",un" 1:\ .'1 .1:·:1~·1' '., .1' 1I,':.1. 'nl(' rr"'lu"!1:~
\\'11.-1': .. i- Ih: k'1l:-'lh rd \h: :.,~: .. Il rI' Ih: ra lal
,:!'I.l.:.:~. k:", ,',':1 Ih·.' ... ,ntlu:I..lr .lnll Illi:r,)p~].)n '.
TI,: 1.:I1~lh ,·..rr::ll,'[1 "",l"r r"r Ill.; :a~.:
.. ".ll:~ur •.:.. ,,: .' :11;:1';::"1':..0.: l,lB. Th: ""~' anti
-11:11.1 .•111,'::" r:"1.1[\ '. "\:1': ""Ill\';U','d Ihl'l,uth ':l1r\i'
l'il':Il~
\/~ I.' I Fit'lIr,' 4 <hO"I' A\' '\,' '- r..-'ult, hr it 'olid JIlI J
'traml<' I ~'OIlUll: nr lInlkr 1'O>lll\'': ~"'ku·it:-. 1'h.:
J111bi,'1l1 11l.l1"-' ,'\'':\ '" a< : pprr'x in1.lI.:-I~ -' 5dBA.
In''<.'I'II.)n for Ih' 'l11<x.lh 31HI 'l1litl Cl ,n(\1I ,'tor 1<
.lround .~~I..V/i.'m. ,,,rnp:II','d to JI"-'1I1 IkkV/:-m rnr
-trill1,ktl "'l1dlldHl'. COtl'<.:i.II:ntly. 11 lis<: 1.:\.':\, I"r
I h.:- 'olid cnnduclnr :lr" much WN than Iho','
• :lk'r,llcd l'y '1 'll'illllkd ~'llldll(lOr for th.: \dm'
'lIrf.lc,: l!r:Hlk'llt. Th.: dill.:r'll " is al'pro IX il1l'lt~'ly
2~ ..'ndB. TI1I< ran 1:\.' ;lltnbur,'d In hll!h 'lllt':.ll'"
'·(llIghl"-" fa:tnr' • "n,;-iak'd "ilh ,ml.H'lh
('olldu''\l',r,. T~'k? <.i11K? char.lct"J'i>;[i' "J' I>b"':I'\\:I1.
ai" Ull:l 'r n':t~tt\·· I',)brit:-.
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("t(1lj;~-rer :ilHU_~ Gm:itrr. .~·i.'cmt
hg .I: '·,K·,I
r li.llil~, I
In f::~llr<'':; ,·III:1p.Lrt<"11 rd' lh' I1UI,,' k\: <
\...:.\:r,tI: h\.t ,l.~,·m ,u',lI\tkJ :IIndu:ll)r ulltkr ..'I.C.
I~'<:'\: n(: .ltld :\·,':;,,:,1\,' )C t-", d' I_ nul1e. 111 thl'
,." .....'. U:ll.•:r dr\ ,','l1t ililln,. rl1<' ..\C ,1Ild 1'1>'111\'" DC
.\.:\,.: ,:', ,+ "Pl":<tr III h:\\" 'imil< r tHJtllllUd,,:, tor
·.h,' ' ..:H,: ~r"J:"t\> .. 'h:-.: "'"ultl ht' t'~:r,,~,:r.:d 10 l,,'
::::I,'r:'l1l u:\:.:r l"ul. ",,': "'::llh.:r ,'IInUl[ll)l1o;. Th..'
.\:·=.Ii\: f~".,lm\ n,'I"'-' k\ :1, Jr.: ,1\'.:r rh.1n rh.: AC'
,.::: Ih: 1,,,'::1\,' I'.d,.r:l\ 1'~:'" k\·..-I,. 'h,' i, in Iln.:
", ilh :h,' ,ikr,tlUI\:' Ih.ll lh: 1""lll\~ f"'k Ill' J i.lq'Lll-lr
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R..'ull'. ,:h'"lIl1:d Ir,:l\l :h: I'KZN ,'''~'': 1\\<:~,ur,'I\l~l1l­
"':r,' ""'T,'.,",'t' .!' di,,·U"lt,tI ttl It',' (1)11 J.ntl
,.II:\:p,u\'d ", jlh :h,' ... dl',',lr,' <IIllU all >rh. Fi~ur<' ()
··h.:"" r:-u.:- I.'r p."i::\: 1'" .Irtl). :\ I rh.: gr:tph'
1,'.1,".' J 'lIllloJl lr(·n.~. 'h: 3[)..\ MId th: CRIErl
pr,·,·,,:IIO::l 1111\'.: ,,'\:1- ar' \1u.:h Im'.:r thal\ rh.: EPRI
,l::t~ Ill: (·h/\.; '·:'U':'. h\ ,d'"ltl 1~\!B ,Il hi;,!11 ,1IrLl:':
~r..,'i':I1I'. Th: l·J0'\'; ,:.lg" r,'-ull' ,I~r,',' :.c,'rv ",,11
':, il!! Ih: f-:rRI pr:'li .. ll ,'11'. ('I'llll'~rint \11 'jr tr':;llh. in
Ft~lIr: ;. Ilk' I'.'.: =''1'''1'11, ,Ir..: I'urd> 10gJ.nthnu: III
.\,:,ur~ .. 11.1 :h,' :~lu":;"I1' Ill' iI.: r Ill,'\! ,lilY':' .lr.: Clt'




OJIc.b: tu Sun",,, (j~m.lk'W(RI
Fi~. ob: C,lrnl'uri Sdn (If tlx- SOflWa.rc sirnlllatl\',ns wllh lh:' \.'J.g.:
1\."' 5UIL"i for p.."I§ ill',';: p,J!.arit"'j,
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graphall.J I~ UIU.N <a~-: r,-sultl Uo-.1"I"'III;"" ['o,11nl'"
Th\? L'KZ:" ':-1;;:,' r<?'utt" unckr 11 'g,niw l',d'll'll) ,\r'
~Iighrly 11 w'r han rh~' EPRI pr,'di,llOn, hy ,lb, ur .:-
SuB. Figur.: ,\ Th' BPA and CRIEPI I'r<'llldillll"
("olll':llk [Ilr ,urfa:.: t:rJdi.:tlt- Jbll\'t' 2SkV/,"m bUI
blllh r,'m,\in nl)II:LJbly I<?~, rhJn lh,' EPRl
pl':cll,'ll Ilh. C01ml" ri '011 1.11' rh,;: rr('nd, In Fi tur,' ll.
,how, rh'll lh' Il<,gali\'c l'I.IIMit) A:' ., JI<11
log,trirhmi: 11\ nalltrc al1d th~ c 11I,;11.)n< ,;r.: ,It lh'
',Hll - nnkr ,)1 m.ltnllltd' ~, '" J~ th,' :<l'" ", Ilh lh'
p.),ili\..: rnlJril) nnj" 1.;\',,1,.
u,---...--,.---,---r---...,----,
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'\-,:::.Il'\.' p"l .. rit\ n.,i,c· i. Fl~UI'" J I \\ a~ .11 ...,
hr".ldh.iI1d .lI1(l lll.,inh ,·,)n<'t-:d nt tl1-,' hlgh-
I r"qu~·n.·\ 11' ,i,: '.' hi:h '.' .l' 111. 'I" .'1 J. hi~'lng -,IU Ll
'., ilh "::.I-'"n..1,.,.•. :kl!n~. Dur:n~ 111: t,:,t'. und... r AC- .
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Appendix B-4
('orona .LA..udible Noise leasurenlents in a Sn1all
Indoor ('orona (""age under HVDC"" Voltages
l\1 1. Lekgallyane. Sri, den; }'lem.IJel'. IEEE. ~ 1\'1. !jtullba, ,\!embel', IEEE, and A, C .Britren.
,-Ib"mCf-( orona audible noi,e me.l~nl'ern("nl' "'("I'e carded
out in a 'l11all indoor' corona cafe under DC fields and d1"\'
condition>, The aim of the e:rpel'iJll;nl, was to delel'lnine pos,ibl~
audible noise le"eh nndel'local climatic condiriolls. n,e "al'illtion
belWHll the corona audible noi,e and the static conductol'
nU'face gradient was in"e,!igated for ,u':mded aluminium
conductor'>, The H,u!ts obtained "'He compared with the EPRI.
(RIEPI and BP,-\ predictious genel'ared fl'om the EPRI ACDC
Line software. The remit, demonstrated good agl'e-ement with
the prHlicti<ous in term, of trend"
J/ld", r",.,lts- .-\udible noise; conductol' 'IIl'face p'adient:
corona cage: In'D(: ,pace charge
I. I~:-=-?_OD'-'(,TIO>:
E xtra high ':c.!tage "y~tenE ;ire applied widely. to en~U1'e'efficient tn\1l~mi',',ion of bulk power o':er long di~tances.
Dne to ell-::irot11uental frlc:top... 111gh Yolrage t!'au~nli~:~1011 line
c1e'.. igus ate be~vn.llng [UClre ~nd [llOl"e conlpact. A.1&o they ~fe
cha,acterized tw lugh field le'.-el, dependent on the operating
~:01t:tg:~~~. Thi"~ llUl.kes the cle'Jigu of the 1ille~ mo:n~ coulplex.
SelectlGl1 ,:-f SGllle c,f the line pammerel', i', al~o dependent an
exrern,:.1] f;);:'t01"r~. 111 ~ddLhon te engioeenng con~tfaint&.. Entlie:f
(",(Ueller", ha'.-e :;ho·,;:u th"t corona <:lcti':iry' i~... related dtrectly to
the bigh le'.-el<, Gf conductor <,m'face gradient3 [1]. Apart itom
the conductc1 ~uIf-.1.Ce gradienTS. con:nHl depends on
atlljc:~phen;:, ::-c·tld~ti0:nS. such a&. teulperature. pre:.,.~ure.
bUtll~di[y. ~n;j~'\". n\in. t~:;.g. dn~t and Ino"':e-t11eut' of the ail' (1].
C0:'0na aud~bl€' noise (_-\.~) re:-Jult~ ffCatll rt-c~u.3tic pul:;.es
ge:lerated dl.1nng eleCTron coHis.!::'lls and ether t011izatioll
pl'0ce"""se'~ 0CCll1l"1l1:g e'l} the ::,lH'f~ce of the C'clldlh.:tOt~ or at the
end firtillg:~ t ha~ a yery high .J.lulC}\1.nCe filCT,)!' dlUl.llg dry
cC':ldiciol1:":. '~l1!def DC ,.-C"ltage~, 31ld 113& be-C:Ollle a ·';:et~~·
l1npon.allt c1es.ign f"ctor fOt high systel'tl -;:oltages. palticularly
at high ,Inrlldec [3]. Therefe1'e. Lt i, of Utluo,t imp0rTa1\ce to
c011.=:.·~del' de~~ig:n patat:llete1'~ t.b.ai 'n,ill reduce ccrou..1 Ulteu'Slty,
to eluu..iUl1lTe :tt'lticlpared p!'oblenl<; and regulate!)' pen.1]tiet:
Tbl-; ''''~:rb; ·x:::,. ::-,lll:,-' .;...lPF·or.~d by E:S}(O:·,!. t'.a.~ !':~nN:':Jl P.~SGJt:-dl FOlln..:b:JOll
rl:.Jou:;:l {he TH?..!;' J:rogr:n:.l and 1~~ t::J.n·eniry KW3Zl.::11- }:an~.
~.: . .l L-ek~:::.uY:;'Ue;,:;, ·,1;j::J. H',,'DC C~::lO'E, l:l:.:'~"E:rsl:Y of KwaZdl1-}.:~n:;L
~',lrb:H:', ~ m:.cb Aine::l [E--;:u:nl: Let: g311YlUl~ru:l'.Iu.kzn.a.c.z.a).
~:, :~I. :,:ll:::llb:::, 1, inili tbe- :-:",:::rC (~c';:'~ ::I!.p:EIs:ry of KwaZul1,,1-}::lT3~,
:>·,l=b:'ll:'. ~N:,[b Afne:'! (E-·~u:HI: tJwnban-du};z.!l-a.< .t..1),
.·L C, 31lwm ~s 1,':rl RI?SOll:-::es :iud i.[f~.'egy de-parrme::u. Es.kom,
Jc.b~~t:.UE:'btl::g. (':!10mb Afr:::Cl Ie-·:::ll'::"ll: Tony.B:!1tfe'O,;1 eskom,co za:,
Dlffet'ellt corona .-'\...'" p"ediction metho~ ha\'e been de':elaped
far both ac :md de ,ystem, a~ p1"e~ented in [4]. Detail" of the
A.t~ prediction methods 1'01 de ~ystet:n;. ba~ed on long-telm
.-\N mea,\ll'ement~ on outdoor test line~ are de ',cribed in [I]
and [5]. None of these methods we,'e de\'eloped based on
mea,urements obtained from Southern A.fhca 0' elsewhe,e on
the C011Iment.
III order. to obtain typical conductor ~1.Ui'ace gradient, ill a
labol'atOty ~ituarion \vhere space COll~t1'3.ultS play a Oli"jor roLe.
a C010M cage was u>.ed. The corOlla cage doe<, not nece<,s:uil:
J'eplicate a practLcal trau!;'2nit:.~ion line. So. COfl'eCtLCll factct":.
f",·the length and the height ha':e to be applied to cage le ulF..
A..N' mea 'lII'ements 0 bt ained from an OUldo0t COl'Olla cage aIe
dLscmsed in [6].
A facto'· that distingm<,hes d.c fields from rho,e of a.c l~ the
space charge generation. In AC sy',telll~. It i~ swept a\':ay each
time the polarity re\'e"e,. Howe....e ... in DC sy~tems. Lt keep,
01\ mOl'ing to ground CH' oppo,ite polanty pole (7]. TIle space
charge is known to di,tOt1 the malll gap field a, \\'el1 a', "educe
conductor sUl'face g,-adlent [8].
The basic aim of tIlis 3tudy 13 to:
• 1vfeasure the audible noise 'nd corona cunent
genemted by C01\dUCfOl' o,'ona under HVDC.
• Compare the mea~uJ'ed noise le,'els WIth the
prediction, made by the EPRl TL~J/-,oft'.1;1l1·e
• .>\',',e50; tbe ,u;tab,hty of tbe EPRl <,ofrwa,e
prediction methods. III the de,ign of tmn',tlUSS10n
line', unde' the South ..vt-ican atUlo"phenc
cond,tions.
n. TEST EQU:;>ME>."T
The te~ts were canied out io the co,·on.a cage of rhe High
"-altage DU'ect ('un-em (HVD(') labol'Mon' at the Lni-,er;ity
of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). which is <'imated Jlt sea level A
50Gk\'. t\I;O stage "Nalton Coc!o:oft HVDC generator '.\'a', \l',ed
to supply the required \·oltage',.
The COl'ona cage used for the test<, ;', ~bov;n in FIg. 1. It i',
cylindrical ',,;ith a diameter of 1.50m and a length of ~m. TI,e
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ewo outer SectiOIl~ of the cage are O.5m in length each, and are
cOlUlecled directly to g eund. The central pan is lm long.
grounded through a 560 ohms resIstor in seri~ with a micro-
3JllIlleter, To asses~ the effect of the space charge on the
measured no~e and corona current. the corona cage WM
co\'ered OIl the utside, with an a.luminium fOIl and is shown





Fi~~ . t:1d re rOnJ 1ft.
FI~. 3 CorollA riJlp fined u the end of cia en cOl1duaor.
~
W~I'
. A~· _ _ •
, J .: ,
m. TESTS PROCEDURE
Stranded conductors of 1.6cm. 2,85cm and 3.5cm
diameters W4!f-e tested under both negati\'e and po.!.itive
polarity de voltages. The results for _,85cm and 3.5cm
stranded conductors are presenled In ~ pllper. For each
conductor. the static electric field was calculated from (I) at
each 3pplted voltage.
Only single aluminium stranded conduct rs were used for
the e.m. Tw corona rings, each \~ith a diameter of 5Ocm.
were fitted at b th ends of t e test conductor to eliminate
corona awn.' at the end.fittings. Fig. 3 shows a close-up
,'iew fthe c ron.uings.
V




The sound U1,eu~lty A-weighted and the corOlla 10.ss
CUlTen s were meamred by a Rohde & Schwarz sound level
meter ELT3) and a digital micro-:uu.meter respectively. Both
the inSlnl1neIlfS were placed 1Il a measurements cage
po~itioned adjacent to the corona cage (Fig. 4 .
The current and the ~ound pressure level measurement.!.
were taken from the ~uremenfS cage at a.B8m from the
centre of the conductor and at the same le\'el. The c ona
current and the sound pressure level \'alues were plot ed
against the calculated fields to obtain the uends.
The EPRl TL Worhtallon software was med t predict
sound pressure le\'e!s for EPRl, BPA and CRIEPI empirical
methods. The data shown in Table I was used as the input fer




~oftW3fe. e \' !tage wa~ \'3fied to obtaIn a range of
conductor smUte gradienl'5 while all the other line paramete1"i
were fi.....ed. Both the negati\'e aud the posith'e poles were
con~idered in the s11l1\llailous. In each case the opposite
polm ' pole was placed further from the pole WIder
consideration. t effecn\'el' simulate a monopolar
confil!utatiou.. The 3.5cm stranded conduct results obtained
at the~t.lCZN We1'e then compared with the EPRI n \: results.
For compatison. the nohe le\·e.! re ults wete corrected for the
length and height of the conductor. T e respecnve cOITettion




\\'here r ~ the di~tance to the nOI~ meter from the
conductor m the cage and R IS the radlal distance to the l1lI!ter
from the line conductor.
( J[ _' I )
~ =lOlo~ -tan . ~
Where I is the length of the cage [6].
IV. ltESU TS AKD DISCt:SSIO:.r
The results of the measured sound pressure levels 31~
shown in Fig. 5. The backgoWld noise was in the region of
35-38dBA. It can be seen that the larger diameter conductor
generate!> high audtble noise than the maller conduct for
the same field. In tenns of polarity the po~iti\'e polarity
resulted m more noise fi r both conductors. Th1s may be as a
result of the intense discharge actidty around the posith'e
co.nductor due to tbe presence of electrOn!> in the high fleld
region [I). The obsen-ed effect is in agreement Wlth earlier
repol1S that the main source of the audtble noise is the positi\'e
pole (5) and [9]. As the no~e level increases with the
conductor surface gradient. for fields beyond 45k rcm there
~ 10 be !>ome saturation in the noise levels.
Fig. 6 shows the corona CWTents measuted UIlder both positi\'e
and negallve polarities. In both cases the larger diameter
conductor generated more corona current for a gi\'en surface
gradient a~ with tbe audible noise. Anal 'ZUlg the nega in and
the po!>iti\'e polarity CU1Tenh inception is dela ed for po~iti\'e
as oppo ed to negatn·e.
Cutye fittinl! wa~ performed for the pU1-pose of comparing
the trends in the measured and predicted \lIlue
IlIIFl'-zt•..p:~,.,....., ...,-
...~~ ~~~ ~ ,+,,~ """'"•
.,~-............_-~"'_-P;;jE:. .......--+-......~
• I. ~ ti •
I.
FI!. 5. L"iJllOl1 of 1l>t <OWl4 pr.ullrt It\'Ol. ",It tU COl1ductOl rorfllt
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Dmanct bfm-UD tbt Wit
micro t.OD.
TABU I
\·.Ut'lS fT12 =n....'U.\!!T!.'5 'SED ~Oll nt! EPRI TLW sonwA.U
Tempef3rnre. ptes~ure. h\lll1ldlty and the background ,ound
pressure le\'el were recorded for each set ofl1lI!asurements and
the relati"e air den,it • " calculated. In order t demonstrate
the effect of the space charge, the c rona cage was CO\'ered
with alwl1inlllm foil and the corona current measuced for the
3.5cm diameter conductor for both positive 3Ild negatit'e
lan .. The c roe.am was \ISed 0 obser\'e corona incepti n.
The calculated coroua inception field was then used to
estimate t~ c ductor surface roughue!>!> using Peek's
formulae 4 and (5).
FI!. 6. ~luslln;j coroca cunelts for bol!l posm\'O aDd Ct!Ill\·t po amy.
The obsen'ed differences in the currents and inten,ilY of
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<lif"ftrence, with the measured corona cunent. wnder posithoe
polarity, (Fig 9) the ClllTents were lightly lower at 10 v fields
when the cage wa, unco,oe1"ed. the surface gradient
ineJused the two gr phs tend to merge. This could be that the
space charge under positive polan . is so 111gb that cO\'ering
the cage ,,,ith f< it does not ba,oe a noti eable impact The
corona discharge pIctures shown Fig. 10-11 captured at
OOk. • corresponding t a field of 30.4k. !cm. show th.1l the
corona activity wa, more in ense when the cage was not
COVesM.
Fi:. P. Sple, cIarI' ''''''''''111 W1d.tr podnvt po:mry.
Fir. to. Corolla acamy ob.und lWIu po\in\"t pohrity ....btll tht ClI' was
eonrod ,."tlb ro .
fIr· 1 Corooa .cti\i~· ob,m·.d wultr poda\.. polarity ,..!l«t lilt Clr' \t' ,
1101 (0\'110<1 ,."tth lb. ro
..
10 Fig. and Fig. S. a comparison IS made of the
experimental results and simulation; obtained with the EPRI
TLW ~oftw:lle fi positive and negative polarity respecu,-ely.
~ appears I be good agreement belween the experimental
re-.ul ~ and the predi liollS_ The cun-e fitung equau show
that the predicted cunoes and the e.ooq>erimental result~ are of a
I ganthmic trend. Rl shows how close the fit ed graph is to
the actllal graph. ts value he~ bet,,-een 0 and ° ,vith 0 being
the w s fit and I beUlg the perfecl fit. The experimental
res 1\ ~ re I11gher bu closer 0 the EPRI prediction Cltr\°e
compared to the BPA and the CRlEPl c -es.
corona dISCharge undff negati\-e and po~itive polarity can be
attributed t ~p ce charge effec~. The reduced currents le\'e1s
under positl\-e polarit)' are due to the ~uppression effect of the
space charge.
fiJ. -. cO!IIp1JlScm or • L"KZ: ° t:d:l,. !It'•.- ",ul" \mb W >olm"ar.
'tmlili::OllI ft'1 poltan pohri!y
fl:. S. Compm,oll or the t:l~ audible 11 I" rlm:u ....Ith rho .otl....a:t
,,1lUl11l:0:1I kl' co: un l1n!y.
When the cage W3, co'oered with fouo there wa, n change
with the measure n ise levels_ Howe,-er_ there were slighl The u,e of the foil seemed 10 be slICcessfuU trapping the
space ch31ge undff neglluve polari for surface gradients of
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lUoL.",·apt 1. L.kCIll'·••• J7IcIut~d ,,1th • BSc
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V. COKClt:SIO •
Thr ugb ut the study. the c 1'011<1 audible llOlSe and corona
CWTel1 increased with conductor sUlface gradient under both
p sitiye and llegati\'e polarity. nder posillYe polarity. the
c<:>ron,,1 discharge ctinry was mo e Interl,e but measured
CUll'en ~ low. T e effect of the ~pace charge appeared to be
more effecth'e in suppressing ~ leld under negative ~-~....-~
polanty. T e n~sul ~ obtained also show that for the audible
tl i.~e. there was good agreement between the corona cage
measurements and the predictions based on the test IlUe data
espeCI 11 ' the EPRI ones. The higher noise le 'els obtained
can be nnbuted to the conductor roughness and
compantj;'ely high field lenls in the cage.
The lU~eption '01 ages b~er\'ed with a Corocamllf and the
c lTe~pondiug surf. ce gradIents for b th the coruJuc.to .
under posim'e and 11egal1\'e polarity are shOWlllU Table n. A\
't was seen from the current gt'3phs above, the inception field
is I wer for positj;'e pol:u'i '. ~ c:lIculated surface
toughue5, factors m) show that the two conductors were of a
roughness ofabout 0.6. which i~ low.
up to 351.: -/c:m ~yond which the ewo graphs merge. TIlls is
~h wn in Fig. I . \\ ith the cage covered. the currents were
sllgb I; lower compared co the case where it w:t~ not CO\·ered.
Companug FI~. 9 and Fig. L. the corOlla cun'ellt IS generaU '
I1igh for uegati\'e pol:U'i '.
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Th~ E.ff~ct of Conductol' Suri'ac~ GI'adi~nton Corona G~nel'at~d
Audibl~ ois~ -nder RVDC
M J Lekgan, ane, M Ijumba and A C Britten*
HVDC Centre
Uni\'er ity of KwaZulu-Natal
*E~kom (Resources and trategy)
Email: lekganyanem@nkzn.ac.za
Abstract, The relationship between corona audible noise generated b
HVDC conductor sluface gradients, wa~ inve tigated lmder local climatic
conditions at sea level. The measurements were done lUlder dry conditions
in a ~mall c,lindrical corona cage. The ouod pre sure levels were measured
a a nUlcti~n of the calculated conductor ~luface gradient. Both solid and
stranded conductors were considered. The results obtained are compared
\vith the BPA. CRIEPI and EPRI predictions. ~ hich were derived from test
line data. The experimental result~ have demonstrated good agreement with
the predictions.
K~y 'Yords: Corona audible no~e conductor stuface gradient corona cage
HVDC
1. INTRODUCTION
Corona i~ the partial breakdown or
ionisation of the air in vicinity of the
conducto~ and fittings energized at high
A and DC voltages. It occurs in non-
uniform electric fiel~. Practical
transmission line configurations always
constimte non-uniform fields and are,
therefore, prone to corona. The
proce ~es that characteri e corona
acti"it} are electron collisions,
attachment. detachment and
recombination [1].
Earlier ~tudie" have ~hown that corona
activity is related directl~ to the high
levds of conductor surface gradients [2].
Corona audible noise (AA re ults from
acoustic pulse generated during
electron colli~iouc; and other ionization
proces~es occurring on the surface of the
conductors or at the end fittings. It has a
very high annoyance factor during dry
conditions under DC yolrages, and has
become a very important de ign factor
for s~ stem volL1ge of400kV and above,
particularly at altitudes exceeding
IOOOm [ I ]. For example, in South
Africa. the 6-k A line are
con idered equivalent to IOOOk\ lines
from the corona point of vie\ [3].
Conductor corona tests for practical
transmission line field'> at low volrages,
are mainl carried out in a corona cage.
Details of the laboratory model of a
corona cage are shO\\;n in Figure 1.
Corona produce ~l'ace charge which in
AC s stems is swept away each time
the polarity reverse~. However, in DC
stems. it keeps on moving to ground
or opposite polarity pole [2]. The space
charge is known to di~tort the Olain gap
field as well a~ reduce conductor stuface
gradient [4].
Apart frOOl the conductor sluface
gradients, corona also depend,> on
weather condition~. such as,
temperature, pres~ure. humidity. snow
rain. fog, dust and movement of the air
[5].
There has not been many reported
corona problem'> with regards to the
currently operating DC lines. Ho\,ever
with much higher tran~mi~sion voltage!>
now being considered, extra care needs
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to be taken, in the de,>igu stage, when
'ielecting line parameters.
Extensi"e corona A1\ tests have been
carried our in other regions, and from
these, empirical equations for predicting
audible noise haye been developed.
Mo,>t of the tests were done on outdoor
test liner,. Details of the different
methods of predicting A1\ are de cribed
in [_]. [-t-] and [3]. The results based on
cage measurements done at RIEPI are
di cussed in [6].
The ba'iic aim of this smd) i to:
• Mea ure the audible noise and
corona 10 ses generated b
conductor corona "Ulder HVDC.
• Compare the measured noise
level with the predictions made
b) the EPRl TL\\ -'>ofu, are.
• Asse,> the uitability of the EPRl
prediction methods in the design




The tests were carried out in the corona
cage of the High \ oltage Direct Current
laboratory at the niyersity of
KwaZulu- amI (UKZN). ,,,hich is
r,imated at sea le,·el. A 500k . two stage
\\ alton Cockroft HVDC generator "as
ur,ed to supply the required yoltage.
The test set-up is as shown in Figure 1.
The cage i c lindrical with a diameter
of 1.5001. It has two grounded ourer
sections of 0.5m length on each ide of
the central part which i I.5rn long. The
central part is grounded through a 560
ohms resistor in eries with a micro-
ammeter. The total length of the cage is
m.
Two corona ring were fitted at each end
of the te t conductor to ensure that oni
the noise from the conductor was
measured. Each ring has a diameter of
50cm. Figure _ hows a close-up view of
Appendix B
the corona rings. Only single conductor
were used for the tests and they were
either smooth solid aluminium or
stranded.
Figure I: The test et-up
Figure : Corona ring fitted at the end
of the test conductor
To a ses the effect of the pace charge
on the measured noise and corona
current, the corona cage was covered
with an alwninium foil as shown in
Figure 3. For this study. oni the 3.5cm
smooth solid conductor wa considered.
Similar tests for a stranded conductor
will be carned out and the results
reported in the subsequent publications.
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Both positive and negative polarity DC
voltages were used. For each conductor,
the static electric field was calculated at













sing Peek 50 formula (_) and (3) for
positive and negative conductor corona
respectiv~ly the corona inception fields
for the conductors w~re estimated as
indicat~d in Table 1. The inception
gradient was calculated using the
roughn~ s factor m of 0.9 for solid
conductors and 0.7 for stranded
conductors. Temp~an1r~ pressure
humidity and th~ background OlUld
pr~ssure level w~r~ record~d for each s~t
of meaS\1reOlems and the relative air
density 0 calculat~d.
The sound imensity (A-\\ eighted) and
the corona loss currents w~re measured
by a Rohde & Schwarz Soound level
meter (ELT3) and a digital micro-
anU11et~r resp~ctivel. Both the
instruments were placed III a
mear.ureOlellts cag~ placed adjacent to
the corona cage (Figure 4).
Figur~ 3: The cage cO\'~ed \vith foil for
spac~ charge ass~s ment.
ra tent or sOloo con uctors
Conductor· lnc.ption Inc.ption
Diam.t... Gradi('nt Gradi('nt





Table 1: Estimated corona inception
d· f; th d
Figure 4: The measuring instrument III
the measuremems cage.
3. EXPE~ENTALPROCEDURE
Smooth olid conductors of 1.oc01,
.8cm and 3.5cm diameters as \vell as
stranded conductors of diam~ters 1.4cm
and .8cm \ 'ere cOllr.idered for the le t .









Figure 4: ariation of the mear.ured sound
pressure levels (SPL) with the surface
gradient (E) for mooth and tranded
conductors (por.iti\"e polarity).
5J
fitting it is sho"'"I1 that the trends of the
stranded conductor graphs are logarithmic.ra ent or stran e con uctors
Conductor Inception Inception
Diarneter" Gr"adient Gradient




Table _: E!>timated corona inception
di r. dd d
The current and the !>OlUld pre!>sure level
measurements were taken from the
measurements cage at O.88m from the
centre of the conductor and at the same
level.
Figure 5: Comparison of the measured
sO\U1d pressure lenls ( PL) and the EPRI
TLW predictiol1' (positive polarity).
The measured noir.e le\"e!s were higher for
positive polaril). There was good agreement
The measured sound pressure le\"els for
stranded conductors match the predicted
levels very do ely compared to the smooth
conductors. This was obsen"ed for both
positi"e polarity and negati\"e polarity. In
both cases. the curve fitting parameters are
of the sanle order of magnitude (Figure
and 6).
The EPRI TL Workstation sofu\are was
used to predict sound pres!>ure levels for
EPRL BPA and CRIEP1 empirical
methods. The Cabora Bassa line
configuration data was used as the input
except for a single .8cm conductor \\as
used. Both the negative and the positi\"e
pole were considered. In each case the
opposite polarity pole was placed further
from the pole under con ideration. The
measuring point war. set at a di!>tance of
IOm and a height of 1.6111. The .8em
stranded conductor results obtained at
the -KZ1\ were compared with the
EPRI TL'\\ rer.ulrs
4. RESULTS AND DISC SS10 J
Figure 4 sho\\!> a comparison between the
sound pres!>ure levels mear.ured for the
stranded and smooth conductor under
po itive polarity. The graphs for the smooth
conductors ha\'e \"ery steep !>lopes and show
corona inception and r.aruration le\"els
dearly. The characteristics for {he stranded
conductor<; show a gradual increase of sound
pres!>ure le\"el with electric field and there
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Figure 7: Corona current for mooth and
stranded conductors obtained from the




When the corona cage wa covered with
alwnin.ium foil. sound pressure levels did
not appear to be affected much b the space
charge presence. This was the case for both
positive and negati\-e polarity. Howe "er the
space charge appears to have an impact on
the corona current levels. From Figures 8
and 9 it can be seen that the space charge
trapped within the cage by the aluminium
foil was effective in reducing the corona















between the trends of the EPRI prediction
cun:e and the experimental remits.
Figure 6: Mea~ured sound pressure levels
( PL) and the EPRI TLV. predictions
(negatiw polarity).
C"nder both positive and negati\"e polarity
conditions. stranded conductor produced
more corona current than the smooth
conductors. It was also observed that. for a
giwn conductor surface gradient the larger
diameter conductors produce more corona
current than the smaller one . The reason
could be thar a larger conductor provides
more surface area for generation of longer
streamers. Figure 7 shows the res,lll
obtained \vith positive polarity. Unlike with
the sOlmd pressure le\-e1s_ the corona current
fo11o\\ s the same pattern for both the smooth
and stranded conductors.
In Figure 6 a compan~on 15 made of the
experimental re~ultr. and simulations
obtained with the EPRI TL\\ ~oftware for
negative polarity. Again. there appears to be
good agreement between the experimental
results and the predictions. The graphs
obtained at the UKZK (both clean and
unclean conductor) are closer to the
predicted EPRI graph. A~ expected, the
clean conductor produced le s noise
compared to the \Ulclean one. The measured
noise levels at negati\"e polarity were lower
than at positive polarity.
The suppression of the field and hence
reduction in current was more pronounced
under po iti e polarity (Figure 8). This can
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be attributed to me fact that the space charge
field \U1der positiYe polarity is higher, and
hence more effecti\'e in l>uppresl>ing the field
ae; compared to the case of negati\"e polarity.
This could also be a pos ible explanation for
the ob er\"ed large corona current measured
under negatiw polarity (Figure 9
Appendix B
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CcrOWl ti t~ pam.1 brnkdowll or ioni tion of
be 311' m the ,;cllli of the conductor' and
f'llUlgs wheo energized al btgh ,"oltagel, both
AC aod DC. t occ in noo-uni1i nn eleclnc
f,elds. Prncucal tn\llSUUUI n Ime configur.tions
.Iw.ys consllll.lte uou-umform fields and are
berefore prone to corol13.. The proc,esses thal
chMacterise corona aCll\;ty are coUuions,
attachment. delachment lUld recombination. It
can be in a pos'" 'e a neg. J\'e model I J.
Conductor coron. is responsible for audible
noise m the lrll1lS1l11SSl0n lines. the radia ed
and conducted radio noise, ozone geueralion.
3nd addiuonal system power los 6. Audible
noise .~" results from acoustic pulses
generaled dunng colliSIOns and other Ionization
plocesses occuning on the surface of the
conduclo or end fillings. It has become a ,·et)'
imponant design flctor for ,"ollages of 400kV
and abo,·e. It is unpol1ant for the utili ies to set
and achie,'e standards ~ I' COr a AN IUl1Its
dependmg the couotry's regulations. AN has
a 'e<)' high aoo yanee f.ctor during dry
cendiuons f, r DC " llages.
The c nductoc surface gradie.nl deperlds on the
applied "oltage, the geometry of the syst~m 3nd
the pre nce of space cl1aI~e. The co~ona ca~e 1$
desIgned with a grouoded wm mesh
sU1TOundlllg !he conductor s under tests. Tbts
enables the practical fieJds of trlDSD11SS1OU 1llles
o be achie,'able \nth the use of lower ,'ohARe
supplies. 10 .c systems. the space charge ~is
swept aw y each tlD1e the polanty r~\·erses. III
D s 'stems the space cwuge keeps en monng
to the ground or conductors of opposite polarity
[I]. It d torts the gap field thus affectmg the
measW'ed '·:dues.
CorOWl A.".: tests ha'e ~J1 camed out m other
regions and equations for pred!cU1lg the CorotUl
noise sound pressure Ie,'ell ha ~ also been
de,·eloped. Details of the different ~tbods of
predicting are described ID [1], [2] and [3].~
generation of AN depends on factors such os the
applied "oltage conductor surfaoe grad!en bundle
radius. conductor surface conditions. local climauc
conditiom and altitude. AI itudes above 100001 are
signifIcant fOI AN 1llle desIgn [4]. It is also staled in
(5] that the radio noise and audible noise from
HVD lines decrease WIth increasing relative all
densIty.
The uJumate aim of tJm study is to find the alldible
noise prediction methods, wwch are applicable to the
local climate conditions. These methods \sill th~o be
used to predict possible A::' let'els m the design of
new In\llsmission lines.
2. TEST FACll.lTIES
The test set-up is shown in Figure I. A smaJl
laboratory corona cage was used for the tests. ~
cage IS cylindnc.J WIth a d,ameter of 150111. It ha.
two outer sections of 0.501 on ~ach side and the
centre part of 1.5111.~ center p n IS gr unded and
is used fo measurements through a sme> rens or of
56 ohms. The total length of the cage is 2111. Two
corOWl rings were fitted at each end of the oonduct
o enlure that only the no~ from the conductor was
meuured. For the initIal tudies, single and smooth
aluminium conduct s were used
To assess the effect of the ;pace cha~ge on the
meuured \'alues, a hIgh output fan was used to
s\\'eep the space charge away.





Conductors of 1.6cm and 2,8cm chameten wert
considertd for the tests. For each conductor the
static electric field was calculated at e\'ery
applied voltage ming the equation:
Using Petk'~ formula (2) for positin conductor
corona. the corona inception fields for the
conductors were estimattd as indicattd in Table
1. The 1Oception gradient was calculattd using
the roughness factor, m of 0,9 and the relati\'e air
density S of 1.






Tht nOiSt and tht cuntnt mt ers W~t plactd in
a measllrtmtn ccage adjACent to tht corona cage.
Tht 1O~tronltnt u~ed to mea~ure the sound
pressurt It\'el is tht Robde • chwarz sound
It\'el mtt~. The meter measures A-weighted
s uod pressure le 'tt. Tht corona currtnt was
mtasurtd using a digital multimtter, The
pOSitioning of the met~ i~ illustrated in Figure
Ooly positi\·t polarit DC was considered since
most corona is produced from the positive pole.
The rtSlIlts of the tests under negative pol3.1ity
DC and AC conditions will be pre~ted 10 the
future.





The current and the sound pressure le\'el
measurements were taken at 0.88m from the
conductor and directly 10 the centrt of the
conductor.
Temperature, prt5sUre, humid. and tht
background sound pressure le\'el were recOt"ded
for e\'ery session of measurements.
The ~ound power denottd as A was computed
from the sound pressure le\'tJ measurements
obtained from the cage, Equation 3 was used to
deri\'e A.A two stage ~'alton Cooooft HVDC supply was
ustd, Its output is connected to I_OOMega,ohms
feStsti\'e di\'ider. The cage is connected to the






ubstitnllng the \'alues. Equation 3 rtslllted in
Equation 4 which was used !ht'OUghOllt the srndy
to compute noise pow~ values for the cage.
Proceedl.Q~s oftht 15~ S lIIhern African tiuiver~lties Power Engineet"ing Con1henct




The & llnd power in equation 4 ~ expreued in
dBA at a teference of I ~IW/m.
The £PRI TL\V ~ofuvare was used to generate
s und pres~ure lents for EPRI, BPA and
CRIEPI pre<bctioDS. The C hora Bassa line
configwation cl:lta was used as the input. The
negatin pole was placed much further from the
poslti\'e pole. to obt3ll1 the nOI~ contnbution
from the po&ilive pole only. The l.6cm diameter
conduct was considered and an average
ansmisslon line height of 1~.8m was used for
the &imulations. The measuring POint was ~t at a
diStance of IOm and a heigh of l.8m.
~. RESULT
FIgure shows the results obtained from the
UKZN cage and the CRIEPI tesl facill . At
CRIEPI corona cag:es of diff~nt diameters and
length were used \vith ~ 2.85cm conductor
bundle [3]. The graphs obtaJned using the EPRI
TL'),' ~ofuvare are shown together with the
UKZN cage result~ in Figure 4. The
measurements obtained from the cage wete
corrected l an equl\'alent transmission line.
taking into accoullt the length of the conductor.
Figure 5 &bows the relationship between the
sound power (A) and the conductor surface
gcadien ob lWIed from the lJKZlI: cage and the
EPRI and CRIEP predictlom. The CRIEPI and
the EPRI cur\'es were derived from reference [3]
and the EPRI TLW sofun.te respectively. Figwe
6 shows the relallon between the corona CUlTent
:lIld the conductor sUtface gradient for the
~ c ge measurements nd the CRIEPI
resul s desoibed In reference [3].
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Appendix B
A IPEC 1006
D SC SSION OF RESULTS
Th~ AN and corona curr~nt ~asur~mrots
obtuWd using th~ iKr.I: tesl facility ar~
g~~rally high~r comp~d 10 th~ BPA.
EPRI and th~ CRIEPI r~sults. Th~ CRIEPI
~sults w~~ obl in~d a low~ fi~ld I~"els
due to th~ conductor bundles u ed in the
~m. Th~ BPA and th~ EPRI results ar~
bas~d on ~s hn~ m~asur~~n I practical
fl~ld 1~,·~Is. How~ver. both th~ CRlEPI and
th~ l.."KZN ow similar r~lationship
b~lw~n th~ sound pr~ssur~ l~"~l and th~
condutt r surfac~ gradi~11t. The slopes for
h~ CRlEPI. 1.6cm dlam~l~ conduclor and
_.Scm dia.m~ u conductor ~und p~s~ur~
I~\"el cun'~s are 2.~dB. kVic.m,
_.5~dBA.lkVfcm and 2dB. -Wcm
r~specli"~ly (Figure 3 .
For th~ t~s s don~ at CRlEPl, an attempt
was ma& 10 quantify ~ spac~ chllrge
~ff~CI. AI UKZN. a fan wa.s ustd to asses
th~ spac~ charg~ df~cl. Th~ r~sults obtained
show only a m.intmal d'f~ct.
Tb~ l.Scm c.onductor r~qu~d "ery higb
"01 ag~s t attalQ conductor corona. In
which a.s~ th~ ~nd- Ilings go inlo corona
prior 10 conduttor corona and conmo led to
lh~ onlaJl nois~ m~sur~d. A modificalion
of th~ lesl S~I-UP is b~ing don~ 10 ~liminale
lh~ corona at the ~nd fillings.
In Figur~~. Ih~ BPA and th~ CRIEPI r~sults
obtained from th~ softwar~ are IQ good
a~~~meDl with Ih~ 2.Scm diamel~
c~nducl t 1.."KZN cag~ resul s ID lerms of
slopes. How~,·er. the lope of th~ 1.6cm
dlam~ler conducl r is c plelely d1ff~rent
There is no enough informalion to ~ltpla.in
h~ obs='ed "ariallou lit this stag~. The
cag~ measur~menlS w~~ still higher ~\'~
after th~ corrKU ns for conducl r ~Ight
and length W~~ m.a&. This could b~ due 10
tb~ high fi~lds un&1" wluch ~
musurements were tal:en.
In F19ut~ 5. ther~ a.r~ Ul11la.r tlends for the
CRlEPI and the 1.6cm dia.m~ler conduclor
noi.se po'1;er resullS. Similarly. the slopes of
b~ EPRl and tb~ _.Sem diam~ler conduclor
c ·~s ar~ also IQ good au~~ent 11 was
difficull t compar~ all~ results within the
s~ surf c~ gradienl ranges due 10
differ~ces in the ~:'tpenmenlaJ s~t·uP$.
Howe,'u the stmilan ies in the trends
confirm that the dependence of sound power
on surface gradient was almost the same IQ ib~ thr~
cas~s (EPRI, CRIEPI and iK.ZN)
In Figur~ 6, ther~ is a good agre~menl b~twe~n me
UKZN and CREIPI results. In both cases m~
measuremenls were done in a corona eag~. The
measured current is an IQdtcation of th~ corona
acmity on h~ conductor. Htgb CWffDt measw~enls
w~~ obla.in~d for the conductor WIth the larger
diam~ter compar~d to the smaller dia.m~ ~t
conduclor. T~ l~\'els at th~ UKZX cag~ are lo\\'~
for a gh'en fi~ld l~"~l due to ~ compa.rall\·~l.·
smaller conductors used.
6. CONCL SIONS
In this paper it has been ~onstJlt~d that ~sults
obtained from ~ UKZN corona cag~ are in good
agt~emenl with th~ anilable prediction m~thods in
terms of th~ trends. This \"3lidat~s th~ lests
proc~dure. The "ariations IQ th~ mnsur~ vaJu~s ale
due 10 the differences in the use of cOlldllctor sIZes
used, th~ test configurations and climatic conditions.
Futur~ m~asurements will be conducted in th~ cag~
using bigger dia.m~ler conductors to aclue,'~ practical
field l~,·els. This will facili~te a bener comparison
with ~Sl bn~ ~a$ur~enls obll~d ds~\Vhere. The
work don~ at CRlEPI sho~'s tb41 il is pos ibl~ to
r~la e corOlla clg~ m~asurem~nlS with test line
r~sult$.
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